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Sesame!
0 blind and deaf I stood my place in life upon!
In agony I prayed, for e’en my glimmering
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What Is New

Thought?
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Little is
is the
of the
the import of
the present
pnl8elkt New
Movement
understood.
The
Thought
Movement
The inlet hung thick about me! Each sound
the movement
movement are
are many and
phases of the
was one of wool
“Mental”, “DiMy hnnds hung helpless at my side! My toot include “Christian”, "MenUd",
refused to go!
in many
Science,
vine”,
Metaphysics
Me:tajJlhYlsics
in
I wept because I thought desire God gave and
OntolTherapeutics,
Suggestive
phases,
nothing more!
of friend
friend ed
and this
this ogy, Soul Culture and many others
when lo! 9. word from lip: of
distress was o’erl
along Psychological lines. (See “New
the Thought Primen”) It is the mightiest
My eyes were dried and then I learned, the
mists were but my tears.
movement yet manifest in human hisI music heard and thus I found, that Thought
are many of the phases
as are
tory. Crude as
controlled my ours!
of application, still in the
methods of
iudo~ and methods
and indocries ed
My prayers were seen as lazy e:riflII
lence
moan.
lies the "“Redeemer
of these
least of
these lies
least
Il:.edleenler that
I’d longing looked at those who wrought, neg- was to come”. Even the chemists in the
was
.
Even
the
in the
lecti thus my own.
fundahave dimly seen
laboratories have
seen the
the fundaThe hands at should have busy been, and in laboratories
all these
Truth underlying alll
mental Truth
these
expressing won,
and idly her
her phases of
Hod UDWIfld
unused let Occasion pus,
The fundaof the
the Movement. The
Bad
pass, and
stream flowed on.
stream
mental Principle of it is UNITY. ALL
lashes wet;
wet and idle hands, I’d prayed mental Princ:iple
With lull.
With
is One, and this ONE is Something,
is
what was mine;
for whatwa
Had cried with
with lying lips for Light, when all variously called, God, Energy, Spirit,
Bad
around wa
was shine.
around
Force, Power, Life, Intelligence.
and The old doctrine of Duality in all its
asked for
for power to know the right, and
I'd lIIIIJr.ed
I'd
will that
that right to do;
wiD
what phases must pass away. There can be
But BOW
now II IIl&W
saw I did but wish to enjoy what
Bnt
others
woo.
only false conclusions from reasoning
others woo.
stood on
of Troth
Truth ed
and felt
felt based upon the false premise of Duality.
I'd feigned II IIItood
Mount of
on Mount
of Love;
the thrill of
The Universe is ONE. IT is One~veree,
that
But when he spoke that magic word, that
e Uni-verse. IT is not 9. mutlti-verse nor
Mount seemed for above.
within e. di-verse. The fundamental Fact upon
II stood on Opportunity, with power within
which all future philosophy and science
my
tofroemy Self ; I ‘diemad must rest is Unity.
Imighthave
it into hands.
I alone could answer prayer; could leave Life ’s The tendency of thought among scicurrent free.
entists und philosophers is already
in chenel
channel of
of debrilJ.
debris. toward Unity. It is now perceived that
Neglected I had let it flow in
the place II laW
He touched in eyes; the
saw wu
was holy
matter is but varying Modes of Motion.
where stood;
It had that moment All for me; I saw that No longer is there reasoning upon matAll or Good!
ter and motion, but upon various forms
My cry had been, “O i! I had! 0 if the time of Motion. Man will but little longer
would come!
Idream!” Butl reason upon, and deal with, oevonty or
O,cou.ldIdoths
with joy was dum
more original elements, but Wlll deal
As Ieixing hand, with smiling face, with up- with the ONE original element. liow
rsised eye and brow,
this will simplify investigation. ‘Science
c words:-‘ ‘ Thou
My friend intoned those
recognizes Mind and yet deals with mate
hut:-llthisl "ris ow!”
motion, thus perpetuating the old
tor or
Harrison
or mU'lfJU:U,
Brown.
-—Heary
-HfIM'1I
Bron.
ter
hope was gone!
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Even Herbert
duality. Even
idea of du:alit;y
are forms of Motion. The
H p.ll"hp.M: :.spellicer
Spencer quently Life, are
science and
and philosophy
“there must be
be but ONE shibboleth of science
phllOI'lOpihy is,
perceiving "there
lIr1"\m'uv,,:r
Ultimate Reality”,, still
still reasoned
reasoned from ALL IS MOTION.
Ultimate
But the New Thought has
another shibhas another
But this
this U1'OWll'1lD'
duality. But
growing peroeption
perception of boieth
which
will
become
before
the
the end
will t:AI.t:UI.l.,
and cause
cause a
Unity will
a grElatElr
extend, and
greater of the Century, universal. It
It is:
ALL
is:
ALL
to Human
Human tbhlmlg
than IS MIND. This is the Philosophy
change of front to
thinkingthan
of
the discoveries of Copernicus and Dar- LIFE. ALL is Life. All is Mind. All
is ONE! That One is manifest to us
win caused.
as MIND.
Only with Mind the New
The New
New Thought Movement is Op€
opening
The
lnUllg Thought deals. Mind is the raw matethe way for this
this change. The gre,atest
the
greatest rial out of which Things are made.
of all
all movements, and
and the
the most momen·
Things are materialized Mind.
momenin
its
effects
of
tous
in Human All
All other
other forms of Life are Unconscious
tous in its effects of any made in
Mind. Man
Man is Conscious Mind. Conis this
this New Thought Move·
Move- Mind.
Thought, is
Th<oul!:ht,
scious
Mind
Self Determined
is Self
Determined;j is
is the
the
scious
Mind
is
It is
is distinctively the
ment. It
the work
work of
ment.
Personal
God.
Man
is
To-day
God.
Man
is
conscious
Personal
the twentieth
twentieth century to DEMONDEMON- of
the
“I Am”,, but
Himself,
but has
has not
not
STRATE Unity, and bring Man
Man to a awakened tosays
STRATE
his power as a Conscious
Conscious
is ONE
realization that
that he
he is
ONE with
with Unity; Manifestation
Manifestation of
of God—of the
reslizELtioln
the ONE,
is. He
him to realize the
the Truth of
of the
the 80
so he can say what he
bring him
he is.
He is
is coming
coIumlg
that consciousness.
consciousness. All
to that
All power lies
lies
words of Jesus: “My Father
Father and
and II are to
words
in the
Human Ego. :Man
Man as
the Human
potentially in
as
ONE!” Out
this Realization is
Out of this
is alal- pot;ent;iaJjJly
ONE!"
is limited
and a race, is
an In<lividlllal,
individual,
and
UllUI/t:U only
New Philosophy which
which
growing aa New
ready gro'WiIlg
of his
ignorance of
by his ignorance
powers. As he
his POliVers.
will be
be the
foundation of
of a New
New Civil- thinks himself to
the foundation
will
to be, that he is. To
ization. Never
Never was
teach him to think of himself as potenwas the old tumbling so
so
in chemchem- tially Omnipotent, and to bring him into
fast as
New discoveries
discoveries in
now. New
as now.
and physics, recognition of his Possessions is the obistry, biology, physiology and
old theories
are ShSLttEirlIlg
theories;j long vener- ject of NOW.
shattering old
readers are invited
invited to
My readers
to take
take this
this point
“Natural Laws” are
ated "Natural
are being quesof view.
I write
view. With
will
With it, all
all
I
write
will be inNewEven
the
abandoned.
tioned
tioned or abandoned. Even
Stand upon the
and TRUTH. Stand
telligible and
tell'igible
is qmlsti,oned
tonian Law
Law of Gravity is
questioned and old
old point of
of view, and
all II write will
and all
will
much longer stand
stand without
without great seem
cannot much
side of
Come over
seem error.
error. Come
over to
cannot
to my side
Truth from my winthe street, and
and see
see Truth
modifications.
winthe
it will
fair and
and beautiful.
and it
will be
dow,
be fair
beEmtifuJ.
One peculiar condition of this recogni- Stand within
the old
old cODlcepitiOltlS
within the
conceptions and
in the
tion of Unity is
is seen
the many at.
at- look
seen in
look out
out upon my description of what I
and all will be distorted and false.
Elec- see
see and
the Universe as
as Electempts to regard the
before you criticise, please
Therefore
be so
is found
found to
to be
so
tricity. Electricity is
into
enter
my thought, that ALL IS
Life is
is
and sound
sound that
that even
like light and
even Life
MIND and MAN IS THAT WHICH
WHICH
The HE
believed by many to
he electrical.
electrical. The
to be
THINKS HE IS, because
because
in the
the THOUGHT IS POWER and by this
lies in
the non—recognition of the
error lies
error
this
of Motion, for while
while electricit;y
Unity of
electricity, power, which is creative, MAN CRELife are
ATES HIMSELF. We are discovering
and Life
are
light, sound, Thought lUld
modes of motion, they are
all elecelec- Unity and the Laws of its operation as
not all
are not
is MoMo- Mind. Upon these Laws as premise we
tricity. All known phEmolnella
phenomena is
tion, but all Motion is not electricity. are evolving 0. Philosophy of Life. The
Unity in the ONE, but not Unity in the fundamental Premise is this: MAN IS
various manifestations. Out of the ONE SPIRIT, WITH ALL THE POSSIBILITIES OF DIVINITY, AND MAY
come a million Modes of Motion.
Ma.n’s Greatest Discovery was the MANIFEST THESE POSSIBILITIES
demonstration that Thought, and conse- HERE AND NOW.
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Obstruction is but VII-tuo’s foil.
The Stream impeded has a song.-—

Ingcrsoll
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is more
less perfect as II trust the
iilfifiifififlfiiiififilfifillififififiiilil
more or
real
or less
is
the real
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I An ufllrtnatlonbears the same relation to Soul Culture that an axiom been to mathematics. It is to
ted.
be taken as Truth,not reasoned upon, but
Thus helddt will mould the expression of life in 0 its
own likeness. The "I" is the ego of the
on who
afirms. As one says, “I am happy," w en all goes
well with him, he in to learn to say, “I am happy,"
when all seems in to him. He will thus.by
produce in himself thatmental meat: which a
appincu. These Amn-nations are given every month
as spiritual gymnastics by which one may grow into self-control. when the are repeated, or held in
mind. other and injurious ought; cannot come in.
That bvocnadauxchoice one becomesMaster of Fate.)

Auto-nu?

gestiou.
Life.

43 4''

in nUl1llellI:,
Father hath
hath Life
Life in
As the Father
even 110
so
Himself, even
himin himSon &1110
also to have Life in
to the
the Bon
gave he to
John V-26.
V-26.
self. John
IItlf.

Inof Inis the
Life is
the primal manifestation of
finite Sul>sta:nce.
Substance.
finite
In the
infinite
One Substance
Substance are latent
latent infinite
the One
In

possibilities.
in
All these pOlmit,ilil;ies
slumber in
possibilities slumber

subjective Self.

thought of my Self to
to
objective manifestation, I build into
into

When I limit my

my

that manifestl'l.tic,n
manifestation the
of the
the limitations of
the
objective, and manifest weakness and
objlective.

pain.

When I thinkof my Self as a subjective
manifestation of the One Infinite Life,
I build into my objective manifestation
health and happiness.
I think of my Self as the I AM, which is
Infinite, and from this thought comes the
perfection of Life, in health and glad-

ness.
Life and
and II are “the One
One that
Life
that inhabitcth
and we C8JlUot
cannot separated.
eternity,” and
eterni1ty"
Life and II are
immortal.
are immortal.
Life
When II think
think of my Self as Life, II live
live
When
Life and partake of present
the Eternal
Eternal Life
the

immortality.

is endless
endless in
in time, power
The One Life is
I am.
Life
that
and
and
extent,
me as
From my mind is banished every thought
Life.
of the
the One
manifestation of
One Life.
a. manif,esbltio,n
of
of the
In- that is not born of this conception of
the Inmanifestation of
As Life I am 9. mWlifestat;ion
endless Life.
that One.
finite One and my SUIPply
Supply isis that
the possibili- I live now that endless Life. I live now
My Supply of Life and all the
of
Life
Infinite
and
ties
are
Everprvscnt. that Omniprescnt and Omnipotent Life.
ties of
are Infinite and Ev'el1lrHScIllt.
is I am Spiritual, Omnipotent Life now.
now.
normal manifestation of Life is
The normal
The
In my pelt'SOnality
am a manifestation
personality II 8JD
I
manifestation
Health.
AsLifc
health. As
I am Health.
That manifestation
Life with
with of the endless life. That
Sub-conscious II am Life
In the
the Sub-conscious
In
less
is
am more
more
or
perfect
as II 8JD
more or
or
to conof manifesting to
conthe possibilties of
the
with
the
One.
of
conscious
less
unity
with
the
One.
my
One.
all the
the infinity of the Que.
sciousness all
scioUSDellS
In my indtvi<iuaJlity
am a
9. perfect
individuality II am
perfect maniLife II am
As Life
am per'feet.
perfect. This Perfection festation
Infinite
One.
of
the
festaticlD
IIlfini,te
One.
which II as
as an
an Ego am, I can manifest
which
of Unity with
Consciousness of
In the
the COll.SciioUlmelss
In
with the
the
in bodily pel·feeitioJIl.
perfection.
in
and prosfind
I
health,
happiness,
One
I
find
and
pro&in
manifests
Perfection
as an Ego mllmiJrellll:s in
My
‘Finis Ideal
Ideal parity.
my Ideal of perfect health. This
of Unity I am not
In consciousness of
in
I let manifest
physical perfection.
of the objective.
the personlil.lty
limited
personalty
llm:lteet
to
the
Through Faith in myself as a manifesto- From
the Unity of
of
consciousness
From
the
COll8Ciioulme:!18
tion of the Infinite life I am Health and Life Ithe
Life I aflrm.... I am Health! I am
Happiness.
Wisdom!
Power! I am Wi".iInTn
for as
am
sick for
be sick
as an Ego II 8JD
II cannot be
consciousness of Being I affirm.
In the
the CODBCi<)USlless
In
and I am Happy! I am Peace! I am Blessedin the
the subconscious, and
manifest in
God maJlu:est
I am
sick.
be Irick.
God cannot be
In this consciousness of the Imness! In
ness!
is mortal
Life is
for IJife
be weak, for
mortal Lifc II 8JD
realizing the Kingdom
am realliziIlg
an Ego II cannot be
As 8Jl
mine.
is
Power
all
and
and
here
now.
Heaven
of
Omnipotent
OnmilPotent and all Power is
of Heaven here and now.
is wisdom!
wisdom!
Life is
is II am!
am! Life
‘III
What ever Life is
life wisely. TI wiD
I am Wisdom, and direct my life
friends not
from my friends
receive from
will reeeive
not whet
what they
they
me
As Life I have a subjective manifesta- have, but what they are.
are. They sh_all give me
but
cannot
Wisdom
ml;
but
that which properly they
give
tion which is Health, Strength,
which radiates from them. But they shall
and Love.
not hold me by any relation lens subtle and
As Life I have an objective manifesta- pure. We will meet as though we not not, and
tion which goes by my name, and which part as though we parted not. —-E1Mv‘O0I|.
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To the receptive soul the River of Life pauoeth not,
nor is diminished.-»

George Eliot
Eliot
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Lesson No.
No. 1
Lesson
Definition B.1Jd
and Law.
Definition

technical
Principle upon which technical
Suggestion is founded isis thns
thus stated:
stated:

The

I AM THAT WHICH II THINK
THINK II AM.
AM.
The Bible form is: AS
AS A
A MAN
MAN
THINKETH IN HIS HEART
HEART S0 IS
HE. MEl'ta])hJrsi<mllly
would be
be someMetaphysically itit would
thing like this: A PERSON IS
IS GOVERNED IN CONDUCT BY
BY HIS CONVICTIONS OF TRUTH.
TRUTH.
is the
This is
the ONE
ONE Law
Law contro]llin,g,
controlling, either
or unconsciously, human
consciously or
conduct.
Upon it every system of education, religion, government, reform and art is
based. It is the foundation of all the
present systems of metaphysics, whether
it be Christian Science, Mental Science,

Suggestive Therapeutics, faith cure, or
prayer. A person can do nothing which
has not its origin in this Principle of

Suggestion.
Instinctively and automaticallythe race
has obeyed this Principle as it has

obeyed every so-called natural law. It
is Nature’s one and only method of
awakening the latent faculties in the
soul. As sun, moisture, and air call the
soul.
buds from stem, and flower from bud,
buds
does the objective world call the
so does
so

latent faculties of the Soul into expreslatent
sion. The Prilnciple
Principle in man and plant
sion.
is the
the same.
same.
Something from without
is
awakens Life
Life in
in the
the germ and the Soul.
awakens
In the
the present
conscious life of man,
present COI18CIOUS
In

manifestation is
is

impossible except

it

in respoIlSe
comes in
response to excitement‘ from
comes
without. Experiences, stored up as
without.
memory, may reproduce the old emotion and thus Life may have manifestation
tion, but the experience was born of external excitants. Man will in unfoldment no doubt come to live sometime
from within, but Man as we know and

deal with him is subject to the Principle
of Suggestion. Suggestion is the only
objective force in nature, for the objective universe exists to the individual as
Suggestion, as the awakcner of the

Soul into expression. 'I'helref,ore
Therefore we have
the
definition of the
the term Suggestion UI
as
the definition
used in
in Mental Science. A
Suggestion
used
A 8U,rJf18,t"",
is whatever
whatever causes
causes an individual to feel
is
think.
or think.
or
Whatever appeals
appeals to any of the
WIl18tever
the senses
is a Su,ggE!8tion.
Suggestion.
is
Man feels and from feeling thinks;
Man
from the
the eX})eriien(,e
experience born
born of these he
learns what thoughts and
and feelings are
learns
healthful and
and pleasant, and
and thus
healthful
thus seeks
what are unpleasant and
and avoids
them; what
them;
avoids
them. To
To bring the reader
them.
reader to do
do this
this
of these
intelligently, is the object of
these LesTherefore this defulition
sons.
definition:-—
:The Science of Suggestion is the classification of that knowledge which teaches
one what thoughts to think that he may
feel healthful, happy and successful.
The Art of Suggestion consists in chaosing and in voluntarily thinking those
tho,e
thoughts which make one hcaithful,
happy and successful.
All human duty is boiled down into this.
LEARN WHAT TO THINK AND
AND
THINK IT.
We learn WHAT to think from experience, and experience is born of Suggestion. We learn how to think by telling the Self to think a certain thought.
This thought must be Truth to us or we
cannot so tell ourself. All Truth is put
in positive statements. All Truth is
now. Therefore we command ourselves
to think by saying; I do, I can, I think,
I am. These are Self Suggestions. They
are commonly termed Auto-Suggestions.
In Mental Science and in Soul Culture
they are termed Aflirmations.
An Affirmation
Affirmation is the individual side,
An
the Principle of Suggestion. Animathe
tion is
is the
the Conscious Manda Suggestion
tion
the Sub-conscious; its the Conscious
to the
Man's command
command to
to the Soul as to what
Man's
and how
it shall
how it
shall eXI)rel!l8
express some of its
and
infinite possibilities. From this you will
infu:lite
comprehend the greatness of this study,
the power of Affirmation, and why
NOW, being a JOURNAL OF A13‘FIRMATION, is wielding the most potent power in the universe. For Thought
is All-potent, is the only power the Conscious Man uses and he can only use it
as an Afirmation. When he learns how
through Afiirmation to make his objec-

Hold your Thou ht, your Mind, your will in
and
you

w

ll succeeds-

Principle

Eva
Eva C.
C. Hulinxr
Hu1.izur

tive life
life to
to his
his desire, he has
has learned
learned
tive
“to control
control Fate".
Fate”. Now
Now our definition:
definition:
"to
An Aflirmationis
is aa statement of Truth
Truth
An
used 80
become the
so as to become
consciously used
dcrecting power of Lz'fe’s enpression.
When one
one thlnK:S-a1tirnlS--plropiElrJy
thinks-—aflirms——properlyhe
When
is master of
of Fate.
Fate. From this it follows
is
when we wish
that when
wish a person to do, or be,
that
all we have
have to do
do is
is to cause
anything, all
an:Y1tllnll'f.
him to
to think along right lines
lines and
and he
he
will do
do and
and be
be that which we desire.
desire.
will
The only way we
influence a person
we can
can mtlue:nce
The
is through Suggestion. How
How to use this
this
is
in influencing others
others is
is the
the
Principle in
of these
these Lessons.
Lessons. Would
Would you
purpose of
obtain all
all possible good from them,

5'5

that he
that
he would eat before aa battle
battle
.and
thus add several pounds to
and thus
to his
his
weight, as weight told in the
the contest.
But food taken
taken into the system weighs
much as if
if C81Tleid
as much
carried in the hands. The
as
still is
is what
question still
what makes
makes flesh! I
answer the
answer
the same SOMETHING that
makes muscle
makes
muscle in boxing or club~swinging.
FLESH IS MADE
MADE FROM THE EGO
ITSELF.
me
me

• ••
s I as

Unity of Chicago (Unitarian) has completed its twenty-fifthyear. In the issue
of March 3d the editor, Rev. Jenkin
Lloyd Jones, says: “Should any one
to waste money for a stone where
STUDY EVERY LESSON CAREFUL- caredust
my
may rest, the inscription might
LY. Memorize these definitions, for run as follows:
will not
be repeated..
not be
they will
He edited Unity for twenty-five years,
or an s
and it never paid expenses!”
•••
A correspondent of Human Nature, tak- Business men will say of such a life and
ing exceptions to my position on the use of such an eflfort, “Failure!” but those
of food, gives the following experience who know the great good that has grown
as a fact controverting my position. He out of Unity in its teaching of high
fasted seven days, taking during that Ideals will
will. realize that
that Jenkin Lloyd
time freely of cold water and plenty out Jones is
is one
of the
successful of
one of
the most
most 8UCClDIful
of door exercise, with a cold bath each men.
evidence of
men. And
And the
the best
best evidence
of his
his sucsucin the
found in
is found
cess is
morning. His weight at the beginning cess
the Faith
Faith and
and the
the Vim
Vin!
in these
was 160 pounds, at the end of the sixth expressed in
these words::
am with
day his weight had fallen to 146 pounds, “But here II am
with the
the twenty-five
and did not fall below this. He con- years rounded
rounded out, the
the promised
pr</mised obitutinnes:
ary unwritten, the epitaph postponed
after and Unity going on, just how, I cannot
At the and of the first l:WllJl.tJ7-IIKl:VlIn
hours after
twenty-seven boun
from 146
lbs.
146 lbll.
my fat my weight rose from
but it is going on.
breaki
of the third
end of
third tell,
At the end
to 153ngbe.
stands for: “Freedom, Fellowship
Unity
what II had lost
lost
day I had gained exactly what
fast. " " " and Character in Religion.” The world
during the whole rind of my fut.
Where did my ll
seven days
days cannot aflord to let it stop. It will “go
go during the BeVen
of my fast, and what in the e3use
of my on” and its editor will be better
cause of
repaid
weighing IO much now!
for there
there are
are Dollars that want to be
This is not good reasoning. If
If he
he had
had for
used by him.
carried 20 pounds of stone in his
his pockets, used
at as s
then thrown them out and weighed 20
•••
pounds less, and then placing them back, Churches of some kind cover the whole
weighed 20 pounds more, no one would territory of the United States. They
have claimed that the rock had been have the ear of the people. They create
used to produce flesh. “Where did my public opinion, and they are capable of
flesh go?” There is no evidence that so training the youth of the land that
flesh went anywhere. Flesh is not syn- they will be armed against temptation.
onymous with weight. His weight is They waste energy enough criticising
easily accounted for. The normal con- the evil of the world outside the
tents of the stomach and bowels add churches, and in attention to rituals and
weight to the body, as rocks in the pock- creeds, to redeem the world from evil,
ets would. A full stomach adds weight if it were put to use where it would do
to the body. And when the intestines the most good, in instructing and inspirstill ing the people.—- Christian Register
and bowels become full, there is still
told (Unitarian).
more weight. A pugilist recently told
”

"

'

'

"

'

"

Let's not burden our remembrance
Wlth a heaviness that's gone.--66

Shakespeare

fi!Ix‘I!IiIiE!G!Ii(-iI%flG!G3lil4ii§£fl(iE=‘(%IiGe‘(i(i(vliltlili Psychometryl ' "' ‘ As Psychometry
PSYCHOMETRY
develops, all these departJnents
departments of knowlthese
works
be written.” The
must
edge,
il9?)?l)i!Il‘I-‘Ii!-‘)1i!)?)i)?)3I?l?Ii¥B¥I!I*l3i?)?!?!3!5)'
The
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .;1. . .'1. . . . . .;,
wise doctor could have said truthfully
Lesson
Lesson 1.
that every department of human thought
and lJel'init:ions.
Definitions.
History and
and of human endeavor would be illuThis
is
mined
New
a
Science
by this
and
Art.
is
It
this Art, for it is merely the
This is a New Sci,encle
defined thus:
thus: Psychometry is the Science unfolding
unleoldling of the
the Soul's power of Perdefined
and the
the Art of recognizing and inter- Cel1,t10,n
ception and Revelation.
Revelation. Emerson foreand
preting sensations that are not recog- told itit without
comprehending how it
without cOIllprehe:ndiing
nized by the five senses. It is the result would
would become
demonstrated through
become delnoIlStI'atE!d
tllr011gh the
of Soul Unfoldment. This series of unfolded
Soul. He said: "The
“The Soul is
unjEo!<led Soul.
the Perceiver and
and the
Primary Lessons is the first that has ap- the
the Revealer of
Truth!” Truth
Truth is
peared in any journal. Very little has Truth!"
is revealed
revealed to, and
intellect. This
through, the
yet been published upon the subject. thl'OU,gh,
the intellect.
This Perception
Pel'celltion
is one; the Intellect has
These Lessons are the result of nearly is
has various
various ways of
Revelation. We
forty years’ experience of the editor in Revelation.
We reason
reason upon Truth, and
his own
Truth through our
we apply Truth
own person,
we
our reason, but
but
V"""l:liIJ,U, and from the experiences
his
of friends thus recognizing the un- we
find Truth by our
we do not
of
not find
our reason.
reason.
Truth is
is revealed
but not unfelt Universe. Each Truth
revealed to the
the reason
reason by the
the
seen, but
Lesson is
is cOllJlple'te
complete in itself. It is recom- Soul which
which Perceives
Perceives Truth, for
for Truth
is...
The Soul’:
mended that
that they be carefully studied is.
.. The
Soul's Perception of that
mended
which is. With
those who
who would gain a due appre- which
by those
With this Definition of Truth
shall have
ciation of
of this
this most wonderful Art. before us, we
we shall
have no
no dimculty
difJ5.culty in
We are beginning the study of a new understanding
undlers1;ancling the
the place of
of Psychometry.
P!Qi'ChC,meltry.
We
theme. As
This Art
is the
As yet but two authorsof value This
Art is
the most
most extended
exten<led Revetheme.
lation of
of the
have written
Soul ’s Perception. This
written upon this
this sut.jec:t,
the Soul's
This
subject, and the lation
have
is through sensations proworks of
of both
both are but little known. Pro- revelation
revelation is
works
fessor William Denton
duced by finer
finer forces than are those
Denton has
has three
three volnmles
volumes duced
of most VaJIUaDle
valuable data, entitled U“The
are recognized
recogIlizEld by the five senses.
which are
The which
Soul of Things,” and Dr. James Rhodes
This perceptions Dr. Buchanan named
Rhodes This
in 1842 “Psychometry”, which is from
Buchannan a single volume, entitled, in
Dawn of
of aa New
“Psychometry The Dawn
New Greek words which signify “Soul MeasCivilization.” Each
Each of
of these
these authors
authors uring".
realized the
the gre'atIlies8
of the
the Truth
Truth they Dr. Buchanan was led to his discovery
greatness of
realized
had discovered, but
but neither
neither clearly di- by learning during a conversation with
had
cerned the
the Principles and
and Laws, there- Bishop Polk of the Episcopal Church in
cerned
fore wrote
wrote mostly of the
Tennessee (who afterwards became a
the Art
Art and its re- Tennessee
fore
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in the Confederate army and
General in
most vallllable
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collection of facts for the
the future de- was killed
killed during
<1nf'lnO one of the great batScience. Dr.
Dr. Buchan- tles) that
velopment of the Scie:nce.
Bishop ’s sensibilitywas so
that the
the ...,.,,,,uuu
if
acute that
in his
his “Pre- acute
nan realized this, saying in
that if he
he touched
touched by accident a
face” that
that he does not prepare “an piece of brass
in the
brass in
the night he immeelaborate memoir
felt the
influence through
memoir for
for scientists, which ,ho,i'",lu
diately felt
the influence
throul1:h his syselaborate
need not
be offered
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not be
ofiered till called for.” tem, and
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need
an offensive
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That volume
volume II shall
shall prElpaJre
time metallic taste.
That
prepare some time
taste. Continues the
the Doctor:
in the
the future. Dr.
“The discovery of such sensibilities in
Dr. Buchannana con·
conin
tinues: "When
“When a full exposition shall
shall be
be one so vigorous, both in body and mind,
tinues:
volumes will
will be
be necesrequired, many volumes
neces- led me to suppose that they might be
medical pJrof4ession,
found in others. ” He experimented and
one
profession, one
sary—one for the mediClu
for
the
for
found
that persons thus susceptible were
one
one
hygienists,
geologists,
for
hy,pellis1;s,
one
for astronomers,,,.one for ethnologists, quite common, that the power was not
one for physiologists, one for historians,
confined in its operation to metallic subone
for de'votees
devotees of religion, and ten for stances, but that by touch any substance
one for
one
students of Anthr'Op4:>101"fJ-..f(lr
Anthropology-for all these could be detected, and also that human
students
illumined and dElvel(lped
are illWninl!d
subjects are
developed by conditions and human character could
snbjjects
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Wltliiin Ono's self must be the 80UrGe
source of streriath, the
basis of consolation.-—
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He

be
described. He found that
that the
the effect
be descrilled.
of
medicines
could
be
the
of meclicines
produced by the
touch of them
them wr;apl)ed
in paper. In
touch
wrapped in
classes he
he adlniIlistered
administered emetics and
his
his classes
cathartics by this
this process. A
A class
class of
of
43 testify, in January, 1849, that
that he
he in
in
this way administered medicines
medicines to
them at the Ecllectlc
Eclectic Medical
Medical Institute of
Cincinnati. Dr.
Dr. Buchanan at this
this time
time
formulated this
this Law
Law which
which the
the subsesubsehave verified.
verified. ••
“It
quent years have
It may
therefore be
Law of
of the
tberefore
be recognized as a Law
it is
is capable of
nervous system, that it
being eflected by the subtle
subtZe influences
which emanates from adjacent
objects.”
nt oOjlects."
Since this time very many persons
have developed this senldbillity.
The
sensibility. The
understood nor
phenomena.has not been UDclenrtoo.d
nor
its source CODlpl'lehelnded.
But it
it holds
holds
comprehended. But
for the
more within its grasp for
the good of
humanity than all previous
'us scientific
data the world has had. It
It truly is the
basis
of aa New
and the openbasis of
New Civilizationand
of aa New
Universe to Human
Human Coning of
New Universe
it ushers
and it
ushers man
into the
the
man into
sciousness, and
of Heaven, now.
This also
also
now.
Kingdom of
This
have been
to have
seems to
seems
been the opinion of Professor Denton.
Denton. In
In the preface to
his
to his
first vollnnlp.
volume printed in 1863, he says:
first
“There
is a wide
wide realm lying between
.,
There is
between
the known
known physical and the compare.»
the
tively unknown spiritual—a realm as
yet almost unexplored. In this volume
we record our experiences in traveling
over part of this little known but exceedingly interesting and important recloses his book with this
gion.” He closes
of the
estimate of
Art: “What limitless
the Art:
estiimalte
for the
realms for
the natural, the mental, the
realms
moral philosopher! And how, to the
moral
utmost extent of his capabilities, may
utmost
each revel in the field of his choice Witheach
out fear of exhausting his supplies!
out
Truly, its ultimate and inevitable results
to science are grand and beyond comparison; its benefit to humanity in every
department of life, of incalculahlevalue!
‘He who runs may read’ is the promise
of the future!”
. ‘ .

Henry Harrison Brown, the poet-editor of
NOW, is one of the most successful of writers
on poular themes of the New Thought which
is sweeping over the entire world. His mouthly journal NOW is a leader in the very cream
of the New Thought.
—-Courier, Chicago.
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Birds are sweetly singin’
Birds
Passion ’s roundelay;
Passion's
Breezes pure an'
an’ peaceful
Breezes
Ez thoughts 0’ maids that pray;
Blossoms from the treetops
Wingin’ thru the air,
Slowly, gently fallin’
Like snowflakes white an'
an’ fair.
Growin’ awful
Stretched out ’neatb

a

tree;

Hilltops blue on’ hazy,
Seems the!’ comes to me
Whispers from the river
“Fishin’s mighty good”;
keep under cover,
Wouldn’t if I could.

Can’t

Sweet an’ tender memories
Floatin’ all aroun’,
Sunshine seems to whisper
Secrets to the gums’;
Every echoin’ bird-note
Seems to bring to me
Bright thought for a day-dream
From God ’s poetry.
—Som Eaton Foulds.
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Start right. Say nice things! It's
It’s cheaper and
and
with
the morning with
there'3 more in it. Get up in the
first word
the :first
word be
a smile instead of grunt. Let the
be
have started
started the
the
pleasantly spoken, than you have
Don’t
day right.
get impatient—that’s losing
control of yourself. If your breakfast don’t
be
to
ready as soon as you are—take
happen
it easy—you’ll keep. You might hurry things
a little by grumbling and growling, but you
would lose your appetite and your wife would
lose hers, and perhaps her temper too, and
by noon you would be hungry and ugly. That ’s
a nice combination, isn’t it! Food don’t set
well when one is ugly-there’s something funny
about that—but you’vc noticed it. Every time
you get mad your digestion is aficctcd, the
in your stomach; it’s
food seems to ball
t’s so much easier to
awful disagreeable.
say nice things. Every time you speak at kind
word it makes you feel good--has a soothing
etfect; you feel so good a lump rises right up
in your thrc-at—-you’ve noticed that, too. If
you keep it up all day, thinkinggood thoughts
and saying nice things, by evening you will be
enjoying something akin to
—try it.
-—Dr. Carson, editor of Health Reporter.
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life’:
of lite
scenes ot
And, watching all the shifting seen.
'.
tantastic play,
I’ve learned one truth, and learned it well,
and e’er I humbly say:
of
God of
the God
The God we love all gods above, the
praise and prayer,
hold
to hold
Is ever in the loving heart that longs to
Him there.
-Alfred J. Waterhouae, in Success.

I thank whatever gods may be
For my unoonquerable Soul.--W.
C. Honk?
w. c.
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Lifsaodsong.
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If life were
were caught by a clsrionet,
Illife
And aa wild
wild heart throbbingin the reed,
And
Should thrill
thrillits
its joy and trill its fret,
Should
And utter its
its heart in every deed.
And

Then would this breathing clsrionet
Type what the poet {sin would be;
For none of the singers ever yet
Has wholly lived his minstrelsy.

Or clearly sung his true, true thought,
01' utterly bodied forth his life,
Or out of life and song has wrought

perfect

The

one

of

man

and

wife;

lived and lUng,
Or lived
Life and Song
that Life
Or
sung, that
's all,
each ezpre.
the other
other '.
Might eaeh
express the
if life
life or
art were
or art
‘Vere long,
Careless, if
Carelillllll,
Since both were
to stand or fall.
were ODe,
one, to
So that
that the
the wonder
wonder IIItruek
struck the
the crowd,
80
Who shouted
shouted it
it about
about the
land:
the land:
Who
His song fOC,tI
was oN,
only living aloud,
aloud,
Bw
work aa singing with his
His work
his lIcM!
hand.’
in ThtJ
Comrade.
The ComraM.
-Sidney Lanier, in
-8idMS'
I I I

God has made me in his own “image and
and likelikeness,” fearless and free. “God has not given
no the spirit of fear, but of power and of
love, and a sound mind.” I am a perfect
son of 9. perfect Fsrrnzn. My inheritance is
God. God is Love. There is One God and
All.
Father of All, who is within and thro
erfect
Perfect love is therefore within me.
life is within me. God the All Good, who is in
all, even Omnipresent, is in me. So the good,
the true, the free, the power Omnipotence, the
'knowledge Omniscieuco, the presence
reeence is my shield and bueklsr.
abide in Christ and his words abide in me,
hence the law is fulfilled. “Whstsoever I ask
in his name” is being done unto me.
—.llals'ndo E. Cramer, in Rummy.
Q 5 O

and II
Porehanoe, dear heart, it may be, you and
In some far azure of Infinity
Shall find together an enchanted shore

be no
When Life and Death and Time shall be
no
more,
Leaving Love only and Eternity;
For Love shell lest, though all also pass away,
Those harsh task-masters that made up Today,
Till each concession Time from Life has wrung
Like outworn garment from the Soul be flung,
And it shall stand erect, no longer bent,
Slave to the lush of its environment!
rest Earth we know, shall shrink, at
When
at

:2;
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To some hare lsla Blanca of the past,
A rock unnoted, in the boundless sen,
Whose solemn pulse-best marks Eternity.
-David Starr Jordan, in Overland Monthly.
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The ills in the lives of men and women
are not natural. They arise from the
artificial lives which produce artificial
social and
and mental
conditions.
physical, social
mental eonditions..
Repressed lives. Spontaneous living
means wholesome living. The ills from
which men and women sufler arise from
untruth. Tennyson has it thus: “The
Social lies that warp us from the living
Truth!”
Note the word living. It is living Truth
that saves and not Truththat once had
power in some mind, but is now warped
by social respectability, wrapped in
custom, fettered by etiquette, and mun1~
mied by authority. This is not living
Truth. Spontaneous, cheerful, hearty
expression alone in Living Truth. Only
that which is the conviction of the Soul
is Truth. Living Truth comes in the
indicative mood, present tense. Living
Truth is expressed in Afllrmntion. I
AM! is Truth! When one says, with
conviction, I AM FEARFUL, or I AM
BRAVE, it is truth. Therefore anything that represses, or anything spoken
or acted under repressed conditions, is
dead truth, is not truth, is a lie. Can
it be wondered at that there is so much
illness and so called evil, in the world
when men and women live lies? Health,
happiness, prosperity and opulence come
with Truth. The Spirit of Truth makes
us free. In Truth we act spontaneously.
We never prevaricate, we never con-

form;

antagonize;
contradict;
goeip;

we never
we never
we never
we never
we never
we never nag;
we never exaggerate; we never
when we have the
we never act a

deny;

battle;

Spirit of

part;

pretend;

Truth. We act in Loosen)’Truthand in this spirit of Love, we free
ourselves and are as spontaneous as children. The kingdom of heaven lies ‘m
the spontaneity
childhood.
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amazing fact (the
transmutation of radium into helium) before
them, these scientists are hopeful of reading
the riddle of the universe. They are
are new
now more
more
and more inclined to the belief that all
all things
diflerent
form and
are electricity in
form
and varying
that this
combinations, and that
this mysterious force,
which we use every day, but
but which we cannot
satisfactorily explain, is the
the solution
IIOlution of the
great problem which has tasked
tasked mankind
manldDd for
tor
in London
centuries.
-—-Eds'ton'a1 in.
Daily Mail.
-Editorial
Lonilrm Do«,
Mail.
No wonder that with this

The hour is not wasted that brings with it tranquility of mind and an uplifting of the heart.»
Bradford

Torrey
99

“Tell the Old, Old Story.” 45
Yes, tell all the old, old stories,
as

so

far

they are good ones to live bv, but by

the same rule tell the new, new stories.
Once upon a time and many time; upon
many times has been heard the old. old
story of man's vileness and weakness.
Let us now hear the story of man’s divineness as child and heir of the Infinite. What does Infinite mean? It
means the All; the all of strength; the
all of power; the all of presence; the
All of All; the All of ourselves. Are
we, then, something apart from the All!
something added to Infinity!
Phillips Brooks said some people think
of God as a garrison might of a captain

uponahimtobeoalleddownincaseof
need, but others think of God as a
mountain might of the forces which hold

it together, and make it a mountainbuild it together, as we are said to be
“builded together for a habitation” of
the Infinite Omnipresence. “In that
mustard seed, thy heart, thrones the
Lord who inhabites immensity.” “In
thy heart and in thy mouth. ” “A ready
help.” “Nearer than breathing” or
“than any thought of yours.” “I am
pervaded by Thee, Thou containest me.”
“The tabernacle of God is with man.”
“In thee, in me, in everyone, the Lord
of Life resideth.” “All the Divine
sources abound and flow at the root of
our being.” “All my springs are in
Thee.” “The kingdom of God is within
you.” “Through you all, in you all.”
A very old story, and told in divers
times and divers places, this story of a
central, innermost Life, and of man as
the existence from this innermost. Why
has this true old story been told us as a
sort of fable, not as a reality of human
life! It is a very old song; why has it
been heard but as the echo of a faraway me1ody!—-and this in spite of the
above assurances of continuous divine
in-dwelling! Alas! Here has been the
The wonderful story, old, but
error.
ever new—-new, but always old—-is a
story of the oneness of man with God.
The error has been in representing a
separateness. This in-dwelling Omnipresence has been placed “In the sky
above us,"--besought to “look down.”

Shall we
it real to ourselves
we never make it
Shall
OUl'l!lelve8
that
we are
are centered in Infinite Life?
that we
and that strength and might from this
central Life are ours, if we will but
claim them? “There is no bar or wall
where man, the effect, ceases, and God,
the Cause, begins.” “Man rests upon
the bosom of God, and draws at his need,
inexhaustible power.”
‘es, we are born into this possession,
this “ready help.” It is ours to live
from, to work from, to live our everyday lives from, and thus to live them
gloriously from the divineness within,
by keeping ever in mind the wordOmnipreseme. Is there a hard day’s
work before us? a night of watching! a

disagreeable duty! a temper to keep
sweet with a bitterness around? Think

the word--Ommpreseaoe. Think it
down in the deep withinness, in the silence of the soul, and how will our
large duties be lessened and the small
ones ennobled by letting the Light of
His glory fill the house of His glory!
Indeed, there is neither small nor great,
low nor high, when all is illumined by
the glory of the Divine Omnipresenoe I-—
Abby Morton Dias, author of “Spirit as
Power,” “Leaves of Healing,” “Domestic

Problem," “Bubury to Beacon Street,” the
Henry Books.”-—Belmont, Man.
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Emerson must
meant
when he
be
wrote: “Nerve us with incessant a
tlons.
Don’t bark against the bad, but chant the
beauties of the good.” What was the meaning? Some people would never guess, but to
those who have been brought into contact with
New Thought there will be little mystery. All
life around us is the result of thought, repeated
for millions of years with slight additions from
time to time, till man stands where he does
to-day. The individual has helped to make
public opinion, and a reflex action has occurred,
and public opinion has molded the individual.
This is why there is belief in
misery,
poverty, and death. Now if man could successfully banish all thought about these negative creations he would be free from them
entirely. His mind—which is in too many
cases the man himself instead of an instrument
which he has fashioned for his real being to
function through-is composed of these things,
however, and turning them out or wearing them
down is no light task. Therefore we bring
affirmations to our aid. And for this reason:
All change of physical conditions, whether of
the body or surroundings, begins with the
thought, hence a change in the nature of the
thought is imperative.
Talisman, London.
-—1"bs
T'M TaliImGn,
Loftdo1t.
'

All outward wisdom yields to that within,
Whereto no Greed nor Ganon holds the key.-~

Bayard Taylor
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Telepathy. .9‘
Clairvoyanee or Tellepat:by.
Cla,UVlovanee
called at the
Recently a friend called
the ofiice

“I
of conversation
conversation said:
said: "I
in course of
and in
since
New
have
theatre
been
but
have
been
to
but
one
theatre
since
New
Clairvoyanceé .33 JV
said Mr.
“Let me
Year’s!”
me see,"
see,” said
Year's!
" "Let
Mr.
This is
is an
old case, chosen
chosen because
because of eertain
an old
certain
This
“if
I
the
name
can
Foulds,
get
characteristic
"if I can
the name of
of the
the
ebaraetenstics::
Miss B.
B. is
is aa fragile, delicate girl of twenty,
Miss
few moments he
wrote
After aa few
play!”
After
he
wrote
whose health
health has been shattered by an
an acciwhose
down these
automaticallyupside down
these letters:
letters:
dent four
four years ago, in
in which
which she received a
dent
blow on the
the head.
severe blow
the
name
are
reversed,
Which,
re1.ersell.
are
the
name
yloR
yloP
in It
in Pr,)vi,dellee,
a room in
She, sitting in
Providence, R. I., of the
He
did
“Rely Poly.” He did not
play,
not
with 9. number of ladies and gentlemen, was
of go to R
was
if she would
askedaif
asked
Eoxbury, Mass, where,
until
it
know what he had written,
was
wriltten,
until
it
was
is well
well known, she has never
as is
never been.
as
This is a wonderful fact
fact
Miss B.
B. consents and relapses into
into unconsciousunconscious- interpreted.
Miee
that the writing should appear upside
ness.
nellll.
be written backwards. His
and be
down and
She reaches
teaches Roxbnry, which fact appears from down
She
hand responded to the subconscious
her questions and her description of familiar hand
her
landmarks She asks if she may go into a thought, but why spelled backward and
shop which attracts her. She is told that she inverted? As we look into a camera we
She wants an apple. She is told that she
may. She
may.
have it.
it. She takes it from a stand, eats see groups of people upside down. From
may
may have
it and
and says that
that it
it is
is very nice. Then she is this we may get a clue as to how writit
confused and blushes. Asked why, she says ing is inverted when done by Telepconfused
has no
she has
to pay for it. She is given
no money
she
money to
athy. But who shall tell why?
some money,
on the counter and goes
some
money, lays it on
out.
out.
These details
details are given because
because anybody who
These
is analytical can see their
their importance.
importance. Miss
is
B. 'II
’s entire personality
in all
all respects, including
personality in
including
B.
self-consciousness and
her self-consciousness
and her
of humor,
her senee
sense of
humor,
her
Roxbnry.
is clearly in Ro;[blllry.
of the shop and asks her way.
She goes out
out of
She
She is directed
directed along
the streets, turning corner
along the
She
after come as is clear from her description
after
as
is
clear
from the
of them.
them.
reaches
'nally she reaches
the ddesignated
house.
house.
She
enters, and, as directed, goes into every
She enters,
from garret to cellar; accurately described
room from
room
all the furniture, decorations and persons there
present. To remove the possibility of telepresent
pathic influence, the furniture, paintings and
decorations have been disarranged in a» way
which no one present knows. Her description,
which
onenext
is found
found to be
be perfectly
verifiednothe
the
day, knows.
verified
is
accurate.
accurate.
all over
the house
house I\Il
She goes all
as requested, deover the
She
deand q'
admires and
questions prescribes, comments,
comments, admiree
material guest. When
if she
she were
a material
as if
were a
cisely as
she rebeen minutely
the house has
has been
reminutely ins.peeted
inspected she
the
She
conscious. She
and becomes
becomes conscious.
herself and
to herself
turns to
of where
and of
of
where she
she has
has been
been and
knows nothing of
knoWll
said.
and said.
she hu
has seen
what she
seen and
what
This is an ordinary case of clairvoyance. A
clairhundred
hundred
acase
cases with a
eases
hundred
ill an
of dilferent clairwho have no training, no knowledge
voyants who
have
no
of each other, no
no possible
III community of action,
will all
the ll8me
all reveal the
same general facts.
will
W. Dam,
in Ban
San F,.£lMi8co
Francisco Examiner.
J. W.
-H. J.
Dam, in

•••like children,
folks, like
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If g:ro'lI'n-l1p
If
grown-up

and forgiving,
Were forgetful and
be aa paradise
This earth would be
This
life would
would be
be worth living.
And life
And

p

-Eawhange.

as at at

weeks
my class practice a few weeks
I
asked
them to enter the
Silence,
the Sil,ence,
ago,
which is simply to become
become passive
through concentration. After
After they had
see what
done so, II requested them
them to
to see
what
it was
the Japanese were
as it
were doing, as
the
was just
outbreak of war
time the
the outbreak
the time
the
war was
was threatthreatdid so, one
ened. They did
one member
member going
ened.
from the
fell from
that he
dead asleep that
so dead
so
he fell
oblivious of feeling. Upon
and was oblivil[)US
chair and
class I asked this one
the class
awakening the
the reply was:
and the
what he
he saw, and
what
was: “They
is aa naval
There is
are fighting. There
naval engage15 or
As many as
or more
as 15
more vessels
ment. As
are engaged!” The next morning
mo,rnjlng came
first engagement at
of the
the first
the news
news of
the
Had be
Arthur. Had
seen the bottle,
Port Arthur.
Port
he seen
on mport with
or had he come en
with telepathic
tel,epflthlc
Is not
vibrations from there? Is
not the
the latter
vibrations
and
to
to believe
hard to
as hard
just as
believe and to account
account
should not
former? Why should
the former'
for, as the
not
extension 88
subconscious extension
have aa subconscious
as
sight have
sound?
well as
as sound'

During

•••
as as if

in two
believe in
not believe
II do not
two persons being each
soul-mate or
other’s BOul·mate
or aifinity.
Why? Because
other'lI
in the greater or Univerwork. Not
it won't
won’t work.
it
Not in
Life. II have
have gotten into too many hearts
sal Lite.
sal
from too many centers that. life
receive trom
and rseeive
and
and Love, which according to
essence—Faith and
clIsenee-Faith
soul-mate theory would only go to the one
the !loul-mate
the
That theory cannot be true.
individual. That
individual.

—-Spirit Fruits.

The power of the HI her Life
is the power of the lgher Thought.»
Frsncis
Frsucis

Ellingwood

Abbot
Abbot
I II
I

Psychometric Experiment. 4‘
for one year, $1.00. Article
Article III of
of the
the
which is
is as
is enConstitution,
as follows, is
In my Psychometry class I placed a let»ent1tled:--

ter in

a

1ady’s

hand.

Soon she said:

up and up on a mountain
“l am going
I
in
ofiice

the
of a man
railway.
who is a deep studen .” She described
him. Then she said: “He is on 8.
mountain. 0, I see so many stars and
they are so bright. 0, he is an Astronomer!” I had placed in her hand a
letter from Professor Larkin of Mt.
Lowe Observatory.
am now

an as as

New Thought Federations.

at
.:It

signifioance of

the New

Thought.

of thet1k9
New
Significance of
Thought is as
New T
as fol~
folOne Life ill
is immanent
immanent in the
lows: That
One
the
and is
is both
both center and circumference
Universe, and
Unive:rse,
of all things, viBible
visible and
and invisUlle;
invisible; that every
of
soul is
is divine, and
and that in
in the
!lOui
the realization of
this truth
truth each individual may express and
this
manifest his
his highest ideals through right
manifest
thinkingand right living. These statements are
tentative, and imply no limitations or bounds.The

nets.
riee.
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A veteran
veteran Unitarian
Unitarian miJllisIter,
minister, an old friend of
A
the editor, W!\ites:"
whites: “The
the
The ‘New Thought

Primer’ has

and

hearty
come, and gets
Rev. R.
R. Heber
Heber New- from an old friend, and thanks, especially for
Ofiicers—Pnesident, Rev.
of Directors--Mar- the kindly thought that came with it. It will
ton, D. D. Board of
remain upon my desk as a pleasant rememgaretta G. Bothwell, Eugene Del Mar, brance
and a convenient helper. It was a
Bolton Hall, H. Bradley Jeifrey, Charles happy thought
of yours that brought it to
Brodie Patterson. Advisory Committee light. It will doubtless
be extensively used by
-——Nona L. Brooks, Denver; John D. Per- New Thought thinkers. Yea, I think I may
help from it, even when I get to the shores
rine, St. Louis; Charles E. Prather, Kan- get
of the Higher Life, which does not seem to be
sas City; Helen Van Anderson, Boston;
long ahead, now as I am nearing
ninetyH. H. Schroeder and Francis R. Pierce, third year. Yours for all Truth.” my
-—Herman Snow, Cambridge, Mast.
of St. Louis; Joseph Stewart, of WashI‘ -I *3
ington, D. C., and Henry Harrison
of
San
Francisco.
Brown,
Secretary, ARighteoos Dodsion. J
45
Eugene Del Mar, box 20 M. S., N. Y. Those who had faith in treatments methods
by
City. Assistant Secretary, John D. not included in the “practice of medicine
and
Perrin. Treasurer, H. Bradley Jeifreys. surgery,”
as usually understood, had reserved
to them the right to practice their raith and
Auditor, Bolton Hall.
9.

welcome

«

These are men tried and true, full of the
the Movement. With them
there is but Success through Truth and
Love.
The purposes of the Federation are thus
set forth by the Directors:

Spirit of

To aid in human development through untoldment of its consciousness of unity, and in the

manifestation of this consciousness by way of
cooperation; to stimulate faith in and study
of the higher nature of man in its relation to
health, happiness and character; to teach the
universal Fatherhood and Motherhood of God,
and the all-inclusive Brotherhood of Man; to
secure rightful liberty in the pursuit of the
purposes of this Federation; to foster the New
Thought movement in neral; to publish such
literature as may be ound essential; and to
take an active part in all matters
to education along the lines propo
In accomplishing these purposes, the Federation
in nowine shall interfere with, infringe upon,
or be responsible for, the interpretations,
methods or work either of New Thought individuals or organizations.

ipgartaining

which
has been
been adclptEd
A COJll8tiitut;ion
Constitution has
adopted which
the
he sent
will be
sent on
to the
on application either to
to this office. Membership
or to
Secretary or

be treated, if they choose, by those who openly
and avowedly did not use either surgery or
drugs in the treatment of diseases. The courts
have declared that they pomess this right, and
that the
the Iegisll:'ture
legislature could not, under the Conthat
stitution, restrict all healing to one school of
stitution,
medicine or thought.—Decision of Chief Justice
memcineorthtlught.-!Jceil'li(ID
of the
Clark of
the Supreme Court of North Carolina
Clark
in the
the ease
of State vs. Biggs.
case of
in
3- -1! 1'

of reinca:mation
is not
reincarnation ill
The doctrine
doctrine of
The
not Spiritualis an
ism. It
It ill
extraneous body injected into
an extraneotlll
ism.
A
of
movement.
our movement. A phase of thought which would
our
dwindled and died
died but
have dwindled
have
but for the galvanic
of 'l'h!lOl!ophic
Theosophic teaching, which have
processes of
it aa longer lease of life than its
imparted to it
im
could have assured it.
own vitality could
——Bam:ar of Light.
Light.
ii 3 it

of our
need of
What we
our religion is something that
we need
What
as strength
strength now, something that brings
gives till
comfort now, something that gives us a little
comfort
measure of certainty now, something that takes
meUlll'e
all four of God as a wrathful Ruler and
away all
shows till
us instead the Infinite Father, who is
lIboWll
-1.7. 8. Gesterfield.
Divine Love
Love Itself.
Divine
i -I #-

Aud
And
And
And

war-drum beats no longer,
the WlIlr-W1llD
the
the battledlage
the
bat:tle··J18jotll are lurled.

Gall this God; then call this Soul;
And both the only facts for mo.—-

Browning
12

IICan,IWill.
I

4|

J

can!I II willi
is the
the 8tr,ena:the,niDtg
This is
will! Thill
strengthening thought
II can
That felt
felt and
and uttered by the soul in need,
That
of all
all the letters Fear has wrought,
Frees it
it of
And makes it strong indeed.
The soul arises when these words are spoken,
In sovereign majesty of might divine!
The prison doors of ignorance fly open,
That Truth within may shine.
outstretched
it eomtll!l
fort’ it
comes on outstretched
Enhallowed,
Enhallowed, fort'
wings,
Of Faith, and lol it, like an angel seems,
As with its newborn joy, aside it iiings,
Old doubts and hideous dreams.
'3 myste:riollll
and Thought 's
do!I and
I’ll do
dare!I I'll
mysterious
II’ll
'11 due
powers
aid.
ever to my aid.
unseen forces ever
Bring lln8tll!ln
worker Nature
Nature tIIlU'Wel"",
On every ea:rne8t
earnest worker
showers,
when prayed.
Her wondrollll
wondrous wealth, when
Ber

soul!
learn to look within! 0 reach thy IlOwl
there
Doth Life, and Love and Truth reign there
for naught!
Lift thou the veil! Self-knowledge is the goal!
Self-power-‘tie won when sought.
—Amm. (Found in portfolio of a triend.)
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HelenWilxna.nsandtheLaw.

at

Liberty is a matter of evolution, and
that evolution comes only through human endeavor. Every new expression
of Truth takes the wind out of some
one ’s sails. They who are hurt in pocket
or

through prejudice, are sure to oppose,

and to invoke the civil authorities, or
the invader
down the
the mob, to help put down
their vested
vested rights
consider their
of what they COl18i(ier
truth has been
in Truth. But, •“never a truth
its prl[)gr'es8
destroyed" nor ever was its
progress
become the benestopped. Martyrs become
This is
is the
in
the case in
factors of the race.
race. This
in
it was
much as
America to-day as
was in
as it
as much
PrinciCalvin. PrinciSwitzerland in time of Calvin.
methods do.
do. We
We
ples never change; methods
have other ways of opposing progress,
but they are no more eifective than those
of the sixteenth century. Protective
laws are born in this meddlesome spirit
which gave birth to the Inquisition.
Liberty means, Trust in the Human
Soul and in Truth.
This is called out by the report in the
secular press that Mrs. Helen Wilma.nsPost has been convicted of fraudulent
use of the mails by receiving money for
absent treatments. The report says she
was convicted on one indictment out of

, ,__.,.._..__-

sentenced to aa year's imprisand sentenced
twelve and
twelve
is out on a $5,000 bail pendonment, but
omneIilt,
but is
ing an appeal. Probably it is a more
technicality upon which she has been
convicted. But law that can be used
to persecute has no business upon a
statute book. By many witnesses, and
through letters of thousands, she proved
that she did heal. A free country and
on unprejudiced court would have ac~
quitted her. Necessarily under the law

of unfoldment we are only becoming,
and “these things must be; but the end
is not yet!” Mrs. Wilmans and NOW
trusts Truth. Helen Wilmans will win;
has already won. The government has
lost. Its victory is like that of the
British at Bunker Hill. “Another such
a victory will cost England her crown!”
was cried in Parliament.
as as It

Sound View of Washington and The
Tal/isman iof England both take this
exception to NOW ’S position upon the
food question, claiming that if each person eats what he loves, there will be
additional slaughter of animals. Vfliat
right have gentlemen thus to judge human nature! In abolition times emancipation was opposed for the reason that
were the negroes free, white girls would
is opmarry them; Woman’s Sufi?!-age is
grounds that
posed on the grC)UIlds
that it
it will unsex
unsex:
is
woman; license is opposed because
beeanse it
it is
claimed that without
Wlt;nOlll it
it all
all the
the young
men will get drunk. For
For progressive
journals, this ar@:umient
argument is
is peculiar.
pecUlla,r. Is
animal
human nature prone to eat
eat ...........,"'. food?
If so, why try to change it! Was it
ever changed‘! Did God know best when
he manifested himself in Man, or can
some reformer tell Him how to improve
humanity! This has been the orthodox
purpose for generations and has failed.
Experience has proved that the Human
Soul can be trusted. This cry that it
will not do for men to eat what they
love is a survival of the old doctrine that
man needs bossing by priest and king.
or e e

I

VlVdIy:)l11(ilitl%)le nobloia tlivi tfh toxcl
hg1ioat‘
nudsu:tch,1€!cl€s;',p’
e wor
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Now while I live my
Or let me hold it not so much,
For my own joy, as tor the good
01 all the gentle brotherhood.
—Rzoruau Wsrsos Grnon in The Atlantic.

Whatever we have dared to think
That dare we also say.--William Lloyd GarritJOIJ
Garrison
William
I3

us ss:
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FROM “NOW” HOME.
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am satified with
with my unfoldment. I
II am
think each
each of
of us can say the
the same. We
think
are learning to
to let the
the spiritual be first
are
in our
our thought. This
This is
is the true att.itulde
attitude
in
of
think people are
of individuals, and II think
so understanding it.
it. It is also true of
80
them 88
as nations, for though there are
them
there are great efforts at arbitrawars, there
tion. When
When all shall live the spiritual
there will
will be
life, there
be no war. Senator
I:Ioar’s advice
advice to young men is that they
“turn more
more to spi:ritual
spiritual things.” Ella
"turn
Wheeler Wilcox says: “If this is not a
spiritual age it certainly is an age of

spiritual hunger.” People are beginning to see that spiritual living is the
most satisfactory. All who are drawn

to “Now Home” know we believe in
peace, spirituality and brotherlylove. It

is important that individuals and nations
to thi realization. Love for and
trust in each other would settle all questions. The spiritual life is the true life.
come

--Raymond.

have grown to think of myself as InII have
finite Truth. I know IT, and I am IT.
finite
Truth! As I think of myself in
am Truth!
II am
this light II grow out of the petty conthis
ditions of
of life and become absorbed in
ditions
the
Eternal.
have rid
rid myself of all
the Eternal. II have
self crit,icism
criticism and
and self
self condeumat;ion.
condemnation. No
criticism from others
others can
can elfect me.
criticism
what II think
think about
about myself makes
Only what
Soul! Soul is
or mars
mars me.
me. II am
is perfect!!
am Soul!
or
Soul is
is Infinite. It
It contains
contains the
the essence
of all
all that
that is. II am
Soul and
and have
have thrown
thrown
am Soul
aside limitations. II see
see myself unfoldand 88
the flO1wers.
flowers.
sweet 88
as sweet
as the
ing as pure and
Each day II wish
wish to
be more, to
to be
live more,
to live
of the power that
that II am.
am. The poet says:
revealed is the glory that
“Crowning the glory revealed
the reveali,ng.
crowns the
re_vealing.”_
I realize this
this glory in my own Soul as I
its Dhrinil:v
—-Sam.
recognize its
Divinity.
l'ec<lgDize
Within each
each person is
is aa beautiful cham·
chamof
silence.
ber
retire
this
We
to
can
ber of silence.
can retire to thil!l
whenever we
The noise
chamber whenever
noise
choose. The
we choose.
ehamber
is then
of the
world is
the busy world
then shut
shut out.
Peace
out. Peace
in our
then reign in
and harmony then
our lives.
is the home
of the
the soulThis chamber is
home of
This
within. Here we
touch
God within.
the God
come in touch
we come
the

with our
Self. The
our real
The oftener we
we thus
thus
with
real Self.
retire the
retire
the more
more perfect becomes the
the realreal.
ization of
of our
our own power. Each time
of Truth
Truth is
is revealed
more of
more
revealed to us. Only
the Good, the
the
the Beautiful, and the
the True
dwell there.
there. 0, what Peace it brings
to touch
touch the
to
the vibrations of the
the Soul!
From this
this chamber
chamber of
of Silence we
From
we come
back
back strengthened, healthful, peaceful,
happy, and ready for whatever comes
comes
and go our way rejoicing.
-Leona.

Keep out of the past. It i haunted.
Let it pass from memory as you retain
only the Soul growth born of experience.
Live as Souls. This is the ideal, it
it is
is
the real way of living. Bring this
this realireali·
zation of living into our lives now.
now.
Praise and success to “NOW” Folk
Folk for
for
their new year. Success! this
this is
is my
prophecy. I sense such strong vibrations
when I am among you. I always go away
feeling better in every way. I wish to
feel as strong as each one of you. I
realize the many trials you have passed
through in order to attain this realization. I have had mine also, but I am
stronger for them. By them I am
brought into greater expression and a
clearer realization of that which I desire. Thus
Thus we
sire.
we become
be«;lOmle centered.
--Clara S.
A swimmer rarely tries to go against
the current. To do so is to expend needless energy. He gains by going with the
current. So we, in our daily lives, learn
not to combat conditions but to take advantage of them. Thus the hardest
of them are easily mastered. Do the
best that you can under the circumstances and be happy in the result.
What comes, and whichever way it
comes, it is best. Hard conditions bring
more expression and hasten unfoldment.
Once we swam against the tide. New
Thought has taught us to “trust the
current that knows its way. ”-—Margaret.
A friend traveled to regain her health,
but failed. Returning home she found
a teacher who taught her trust in the
power within herself. She had carried
this treasure withher for years unknown
and unued. She needed only the right
word to bring her to a realization of her
self as Life and the health she sought
far away she found at home.--Clara.

The hero is not fed on sweets;
Dally his own heart he eats.-—
Emerson
Emerson
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The editor
editor will
will make
make engagements for
The
Lectures and
and Lessons
Lessons along any route
Lectures
between this
this city and
and St. Louis and Chibetween
the month
mouth of September and
during the
cago rillM1'lOO
first half of October.
October. Those
Those who
who would
would
like him in
in their
their vicinity for one or
with this
this
more days, please correspond with
oflice. Please write
write early and
thus give
and thus
of time
all plenty of
time to
dates and
to arrange dates
and
details.

......
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NOW cover pleases us. The design was
drawn by Carl Lane, 9. draftsman at the
Union Iron Works, of this city, from

Suggestions given

him

NOW ofice. His sketch

by

those

in

perfected
the leading

was

and electrotyped by one of
and
firms of
of the city, Moise-Klinkner Co.
firms
We are now
now beginning the magazine it
Weare
been my idea
idea to
to publish, but
has ever
ever been
has
had to
Wait the
the gestation
which had
and
to wait
gestation and
which
of a public sentiment
sentiment that
that
assistance of
it. Now
Now that
that NOW has
has
would sustain
sustain it.
would
demonstrated staying power, every one
one
of its
its friends will solicit subscriptions
advertisements for us. We shall
and adv,ertil!lemlents
and
is
never retrograde. Our Watchword is

UNFOLDMENT.

Join forces with us, by obtaining subscriptions to NOW. This is the way in
which you can really help us the MOST.

We have spent much time and money
which has resulted n this beautiful and
complete New Thought Publication coming to you. We have demonstrated our
ability and fidelity; now
ask you to
now ask
demonstrate yours. We trust you will.
deIDOIlstr'ate
We feel
feel that
that every reader of NOW will
We
send in
in one or more subscriptions. Resend
the “continued lessons"
lessons” begin
member, the
me:mb,er,
in this number
number and
and alll
all subscriptions
should begin with
with it.
it.
SPECIAL OFFER:
OFFER: Our Missionary
here repeated, is
is inten(led
intended only, in
offer, here
where aa subscriber
subscriber desires to subcases where
cases
scribe FOR
FOR some friend.
friend. In
scribe
In such a
divide profits with hin1,—-i. e.
case we
we divide
case
send us 60
60 cents and we will_send NOW
send
for one year. Subscribers desiring to
for
'23 five books to their
present Mr. Brown
H .."'."mTI '..
friends can
have them
them sent to
can have
fri'encls
to any adadfor 60
dress for
60 cents.
This is
cents. This
is your oppordress
show your aPlPrEiCisktio,n
to show
tunity to
appreciation of our
work.

......
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We have
have added
added three
three pages of reading
We
of advertisements and
three of
matter, three
and 9.a
to NOW. Do
Do you appreciate the
cover to
cover
the
fact that
that you have
in your hand aa most
have in
and aa most free
practical, as scientific, and
prflctlcal,
Do you realize that
journal? Do
that it
it is
is not
in beauty, and power, by any
surpassed in
SUlrp8S8Eld
New Tb()UgJllt
Journal? Do you realize
Thought J,ournal
New
in its sIlent
that in
silent forces it is a healer
that
If you do,
and aa success
success promoter?
and
will sustain
sustain it
it by sending at least
you will
subscriber besides renewing
new subscriber
one new
one
invested in
We have
have invested
own. We
your own.
in NOW
it has
each month
month every cent
cent it
each
has brought in.
in.
will be
This year there
there will
an income
income from
from
This
be an
will enable
enable NOW Folk
it, which will
Folk to
to put
that have
the books
books that
out the
have waited
waited for
for the
of coming to
opportunity of
OP1)Ortunity
to you. Every
will catch the spirit of
reader of NOW will
from city subscribers in reletters from
these letters
these
of eXI>irfltioln
notice of
expiration of subscripply to notice
dare to
“Don ’t you dare
tion: "Don't
to stop my
call or
send the
will call
NOW. II will
or send
the dollar
NOW.
-—-Frances Helen
-Prances
Helen N.”
N."
soon.

......
‘If

As NOW is edited by the “King Pen” of socalled New Thought Philosophers, it is consequently the best newpsychology journal on
earth; hence in order to keep abreast (in resl~
ity considerably ahead) of the times, I don’t

Alman

is rich In roportion to the
afford to let a one.-—

things he

can
GBn

Thoreau
Thoreau

:5

want to miss a single number of that paper.
It 18 invaluable. So for the dollar herewith
enclosed please send NOW for the coming
year and “forget it not.” Sincerely,
—N. D. Siclceis, 6 Georg St.
The editor has received this letter:
Dear Friend
Nsw Yuan CITY, February 27, 1904.
At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the New Thought Federation
held on February 11, 1904, you were
elected a member of the Board of Di--

rectors

(Advisory Committee).

The Board will be pleased to receive
your acceptance of the oflice.
Yours truly,
Yours
EUGENE DEL MAR, Secretary.
EUGENE
did wit;hOllt
this did
without expectation
Coming as this
UOlnln,g
that
and wi'thcmt
desire on
without aa desire
on my part or that
mine. II
of personal
friends, II feel it is mine.
personal friel[uls,
to
wrote my acceptance. I1 am
am ready to
of the
Federation on
the Federation
on
promote the work of
is the
the
Federation is
The Federation
this coast. The
in
effort in
toward unity of effort
GREAT step toward
RealizaIndividual Realizathrough Illdividual
Redemption
Rel:lenlption throu,rh
GOOD.
ALL GOOD.
the ALL
tion of Unity with the
this
from this
Why not a large delegation from
concert of
have some
Coast? Let us have
some concert
interest
action towards awakening an interest
and the sending of a large delegation
West
from all the liberal organizations west
of the Rockies. I will be glad of any

suggestions.

••• 12 numbers, and
and
their 12
who have
have their
Those who
Those
it as -I

this ofiice
to this
them to
send them
can send
so desire, can
so
cloth
and aa beautiful cloth
75 cents and
with 75
with
in exthem in
exwill be
sent them
be sent
volume will
bound volume
subscribers
will enable our subscribers
This will
change. This
for
them for
will last
last them
that will
volume that
to have a vOlume
numbers
have
who
Those
missing
years. Those who have millSinlg num.bel:'8
them supplied upon application
can have them
each.
10 cents
cents each.
at 10

•••
had
be had
Bound volumes of Vol. IV may be
at an at

Bound volumes of Vol. IV
at
sent at
Will be sent
for $2. Will
ofiice for
this office
at this
free.
this price by mail, post free.
at at as

NOTICE!
TO THE
THE SUBscamERS
SUBSCRIBERS OF
TO
OF COMMON
COMMON SENSE
SENSE
ADVOCATE.
ADVOCATE.
Wider fields
fields of
of
are
Wider
are l:'Sq.uiring all
time and
and attention, and
my time
and I am im-

activity

requiring

pelled to discontinue the publication
pul)!ic:a.ticIU of
of
COMMON SENSE ADVOCATE. All
All
for advertisements
advertisements and
advances for
advances
and all
all
subscription renewals have
have been
been rereturned, and all unexpired subscriptions
will be completed by the substitution of
of
COMMON SENSE
NOW in the place of COMMON
If anyone
ADVOCATE. If
any one has
has aa preffor other
other arrangements and will
erence for
crence
advise me
me accordingly,I will be glad to
satisfacadjust matters to
to his complete
colnpllete satiisfa,ction.
tion.
is with
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ideals. I hope that all of my subscribers will renew with NOW, which I
trust may continue increasingly to
manifest the great success to which it is
is
entitled deservedly.
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Truthis
all there
there is.
is. By Truth
live.
Truth we live.
Truth
is all
Truth are
are we
we healed. It is a
a quesBy Truth
tion of Truth
Truthmore or less, than
than the
the standard we have
have set up as our unit.
unit. Those
dard
who are up to our standard are truthtruth-who
in common
common language,-—tmthful.
filled, in
who do
Those who
do not
not come
come up to our sta.n~
Those
dard are false. Enlarge a person ’s perdard
ception of Truth and he has more of
that-which-/is, and that is, more of God,
Life and Power. In this view can one
do better than to take advantage of our
“Missionary offer”? A lady writes
from Southern California, on the 31st of
January, saying: “I ordered last year
two of your little Books, “How to Control Fate”, asking you to send them to
two friends in the East. One of them
is a strict church-member and did not
read it for some time. She was in poor
hleath and none of her family expected
her to live. She read the book. All her
trouble has ceased, and her daughter
writes me that her mother is much bet»
ter. The other does not know who sent
the book, but he has studied it and is
in better health and more prosperous
than he has been for years!”
We have no doubt of the healing power
We
that goes silently with every book and
that
this ofiice. Neither have we
paper from this
doubt of the
the efficacy of the Truth,
any doubt
in our
as contained in
our books and NOW, to
as
condition. All
reader of any collldition.
the reader
heal the
her is, to be
of him
him or
or her
is required of
that is
that
the Healing
to the
've and receptive to
passive
Truth.

condition of Manhood. But
only condition
exist when II am
Liberty can only exist
am with
with
others. There
There is no liberty when
others.
when II am
am
isolated from my kind.
kind. I believe with
isolated
Brother Shelton, that
that the Spirit of
Truth took the headquarters to New
York and also that the Spirit of Truth
appointed the Convention at St. Louis,
October 25-28. That Spirit will be at
the Convention. Will not the Spirit
and

lead Shelton and all his Christian:
there? I hope and believe it will. There
As the
a New Pentecost will dawn.
followers of Jesus were first called
“Christians” at Antioch, the Twentieth
Century Christians will first be called
“New Thoughters” at St. Louis. Come!
let us have such a time as never was
since on that Antioch day.
Q00
......

A Re-Vaccination Bill introduced into
the English Parliament contains a clause
which EXEMPTS parents having conscientious objections from penalties for
failing to comply with the act. This is
a sign of progress. Trusting the Ideal,
I am-—the same clause is soon to be
inserted into every medical law. Any
attempt to declare how, or where, or
when, any person shall be treated for
illness, is an encroachmentupon personal
liberty, and has no place in a government that guarantees LIFE, LIBERTY
and the PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS,
to its citizens. Success is to be the only
legal test of one’s CI!
power to heal.

......

The Banner of Light announces
announces that
that the
the
Annual COlllVeJDti(m
Convention of the
National
the
You know when the people are moved by the Spiritualists’ Association will be held in
Spirit of Truth they are not following any one.I St. Louis the week before the
the New
New
They are governed by the law of vbrations.
at the
same
think the Spirit of Truth let a new committee Thought Convention and at
the same
ball. This is good news.
[of the New Thought Federation} take the hall.
news. At
At the
the Chipur- cago New
headquarters to New York for s definiteSome
Convention repreNew Thought Convention
is
still
here.
the
know
You
Spirit
pose.
sentative Spiritualists participated and
of these days God will call an Assembly, 1:. Con- sentative
all move by the law no doubt there will be representation
will
re))resenltat;ion at
gregation, and we
of vibrations into a. federated work with the the
St. Louis Convention.
the St.
fruit of the Spirit as the only bond of fellow..OI!
ship. Each one will be ready to xnake his own At
At
we will all concennoon
day
every
coneennoon
inflict
to
statement for himself without trying
PEACE.
the
trate
thought
trate upon
or enforce it on his fellows. Then as he grows
DIG
wiser he will not even force it on himself. He
still repeats the
atheism which
and in knowledge of Truth There is an atheism
whiell still
the
will grow in
of 1'as
call ourselves theista
who eaJl
be creed. Many of
111 who
tbeilltlll
every day. The man he was yesterday
desire
in
the
the
to
savages who, in the dt'Jllire to
swallowed up in the glory of the man he 18 to- are like
had been
honor the wonderful sun-dial which
whieb had
been
—-Thomas J. Shelton, im Cfmsticm.
day.
it.
Break
down
roof over
built aa roof
over it. Break down
given them, built
AMEN! to this! LIBERTY is the one the roof: let God
in on
God in
on your daily life.
life.
--Phiflips Brooke.
Broo••
and only condition of Spirit, the one
{CG
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The dependence of liberty shall be lovers;
The continuance of equality shall be comrades.-~
Walt Whitman
Whitman
Walt
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The Raw Material of Creation.

J

will be
found to
be ONE
ONE
all Foree
to be
Force will
be found
Ultimately all
tnl:imlll.telly
William CrooA,
in
and that is Spirit.-81?
Cracks, in
and
-8ir Willi4m
Popula Science Monthly.
y.
almost dumbtounded
scientific world tlflelIl8
dumbfounded
The lIcientifte
seems almollt
The
that
Professor William Rameey
at Protel!llllOr
Ramsey's
lit
'8 discovery that
is
all tramnnutable.
transmutable. It is
the lements
lements are after all
the

felt that one of the foundations of science has
been destroyed.
Mail.
the Daily
—Londos Ti!flegram
Telegram to tM
Daily Mail

thou.ndll

of the
animals that
the lower
lower IIUl.imallII
There are thousands of
There
machines. They are not
than maehinell.
are nothing more than
than a9. glass of soda water
conscious any more than
eolll!lciOUII
is coueiouil.
conscious. In fact they are nothing but little
ill
of chemieals.
chemicals.
bundles ot
bundles

in IftdiMU.
Instincts.
--Professor Loeb,
Loch, '"
-ProfH¥W

It is a fact of great biological interest that in
in
animals the ellilntial
essential constituent of all living
parts is a substance similar to the protoplasm
of plants. We cannot distinguish the two by
any chemical or physical tcsts.—C. E‘. Bauer,
quoted in Standard Dictionary.

Protoplasm is the living matter from which all
kinds of living beings are formed and developed and to be properties of which all their
functions are ultimately referred. Its composition is a problem with which science is
still to deal.

--Inter-national

Dictionary.

Protoplnsm has been called by Huxley, owing
to its presence in all organised bodies, “the
physical basis of life,” ancl some have held
that its phenomena show that the difference
between organised and unorganized matter is
simply a difference of complexity of chemical
—8tondurd Dictionary.
constitution.
is comlputed
It ill
computed that in a single foot of other,
It
which fills all space, there are locked up 10,000
which
foot tons of energy which have hitherto cs»
caped notice. To unlock this boundless store

and subdue it to the sense of man is a task
which awaits the electrician of the future. The
latest researches give well founded hopes that
this vast storehouse of power ‘us not hopelessly
insccosssble.--Prof. William Crooks, in Popular
Science Monthly for 1892.

those who have surmised that matweapon and vehicle
of Mind. The way it interprets itself to our
ecnsciousnsss through the sense organs, gives
no clue to its nature. A motion and alterations
of the configuration of the molecules of our
brain are believed to accompany every set of
thought. It will be, at any rate, a suggestive
analogy if a material process of an essentially
similar sort is found to be occurring throughout
what we know as inorganic motes--the world
There

ter

are

is, after all, only the
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mattar-and mould
or

of dead matter-—-and we
of
we should begin to ask,
all this
nd to some uniDocs aD
this Motion
Motion COlTelilPOl!d
co
Does
versal thought, or mental activity elsewhere?
versal
—Professor Oliver Lodge, London Daily Mail.
of the
The discovery of the mutability of
the elements
elements
is another severe blow to the nonsensical,
nonseuieal, memechanical
because
can occur
no change .nooour
chanieal theory,
without an adequate specific combine. The
an cannot create a new. ,combine; that
The
mechanical
mechanical
is the work of intelligence. -The Adept.
“a fortuitous concourse of atoms’ ’ is
While
WhUe
L" the " ..
not an inappropriate description of the formaDot
tion ot
of aa crystal, it is utterly absurd in respect
tion
the coming into existence, or the growth,
to the
or the colltin,uaIlee,
continuance, of the molecular combinations of
of living things. Here scientific thought
tiou
is coIl!peJlled
compelletl to accept the idea of a creative
ill
power.--Lord Ifioolin, in a recent speech at

;

an

or

University College.

So it appears that the elements

are

not im-

mutable; one element may change or break up
into others, and, though the process in nerel
is extremely slow, it is probably true 0 every
form of matter that, though the substratum

and basis is fixed and constant in quantity, its
mode of chemical and physical manifestation is
liable to change; sometimes exhibiting itself in
the form of radium, sometimes in the form of
helium, sometimes perhaps of copper, sometimes
let us say, of lead; and again sometimes in none
of these so~calle-:1 material forms, but exhibiting itself in the
strange and ghostly form of
matter called “ electricity."
—-—Pro}'. Oliver Lodge (quoted in an exchange.)
Those elements with high atomic weight, such
thorium, uranium and radium, are apparently decomposing into elements of low atomic
weight; in doing so they give ofl heat, and also
possess the curious property of radioactivity.
What these elements are is unknown, except
in one case; one of the products of the decomof the emanation from radium is
he ium.
Can the process be reversed? No one knows.
But as gold is an element of high atomic weight,
it may be confidently stated that if it is
changing, it is much more likely to be converted into silver and copper than it is being
formed from them. At this stage, however,
speculation is futile. It is certain that further
experiment will lead to more positive knowledge of the nature of the elements and of the
some of them
arsuncro' .-ir imam‘ msw’ inDoW

as

polstion

transtoiLootrmati
gdoloonsig wshichwat loasxta

ma,

Out of whet was the known universe
made! The old idea of Creation from
nothing has been abandoned by all investigators into origins, Creation in
sense of formation from existing S'omo~
thing is now the hmdsmental premise.
What is this Something? Unknown;
and Spencer says, “Unknowablel” But
though unknown and unlrnowable, its

One day with life and heart
ls more than time enough to find

I8
manifestations are the field of
of study. As
fast as
these ma.nii:estations
manifestations are
as these
are known
named. But That
That which
which manimaniare named.
they are
will ever
fests will
remain a logical necessity
ever remain
and a spi,ritnal
reality. IT must have
spiritual n:ll'-lu,;y.
and
and what better term than
a name,
name, and
GOD? Force, Energy, Intelligence,
GOD'
Life and Love
Love are not
Godness, Truth, Life
which is, but
but are
are
God, are not That which
IT is
is mcllttSl've
manifestations of IT, but
inclusive
but IT
of these
thee and
and is
is more than
than all
all these, and
and
than all
all the
the mllmiJres1tation
manifestation we can
more than
Therefore God
God
and name.
name.
recognize and
Therefore
All that
stands for All
that is, for the
the ,".
Known,
. uV\'\'JU,
Knowable and
Unknown.
the Knowable
the Forever Unknown.
and the
the
IT has
within Itself all
all possibilities.
has within
And IT
IT creates worlds. From
From Itself IT
From
Itself all
all that
that is
is manifest comes. The
Itself
is a projection from IT, and
universe is
universe
in that
each individual in
that universe, from
each
of IT.
IT.
is
manifestation
monad
to
a
monad to man, is a mllmi:Eestation of
and daisy,
the star
and rock, the
star and
The SllD
sun and
The
manifestaeach manifest:!I.and man, are
the horse. and
are each
the
is All, and
IT. IT
IT is
tions—-not parts—of IT.
tions-not
the ONE, then, we
All is
is IT.
IT. Back to
to the
All
material out
for the
in our search
the raw mo,ter'ial
search for
go in
and from
is made, IIDd
Universe is
which the
of which
the Universe
will we
Never
we
One——we
IT-the
study.
IT-the une-we
Never will
in NOW,
discussions in
in all the di8icUiilSi()ns
forget in
from One
One
that from One Original IT, from
as
Original Substance, all things come as
student
manifestations. Therefore the student
bethe beof Soul Culture is requested
requested at the
this
ginning of this volume to study this
essay well, for it contains the premises
upon which is based all I have said and
all I may say upon food, medicine,

a

world.-~
Lowell

protoplasm originate! A bit of prototo use
use Tyndall‘s well-known
plasm, to
axiom, “contains within itself the
and the
the potency
promise and
prOJnise
potEincy of all terrestrial life
lifel”
I" He tells us the beginning
of life was “a bit
bit of protoplasm floating
of
in the
the measureless
measureless oceans of antiquity!”
in
But where
where did
it come from!
did it
from? Chemistry
But
find the
the slightest difference
cannot find
difference becannot
tween protoplasm from the
tween
the seaweed, the
the
seed of orange, the sperm of frog, the
of bird, or the embryo of man, yet
egg of
in the
the smallest bit of protoplasm there
in
abides an intelligelloo,
intelligence, a power and a
abides
that determines what shall be the
will, that
organism into which it develops. Nothis lmlPorted
ing is
imported into it that it may be-

come tree, bird or man. All that it may
come
manifest in color and perfume; in
ever ma,nu:est
and flight; in speech and religion,
song and
is
in
bit of protoplasm. And yet to
that
is in that bit
science there
there is, as yet, no distinction.
science
There never
never will be, for protoplasm is
There
the primal and
the primary
and the
the
prilmaI'Y manifestam.anifestain its manifestation as
tion of the
the One in
tion
as
from
Life. The
The origin of protoplasm from
Life.
is possible,
still earlier
earlier forms of UNITY is
still
pOlilSll>1e,
science
terms
resolution
into
its
what
and
and its resolution into
what
science
terms
is possible, but
“original elemen ” is
but
end of his
when the scientist
scientist reaches
reaches the end
when
his
elements are transfinds that
that elements
power he finds
transall at last
last resolvable into
mutable and
and all
mutable
into
which is-—I'l‘--UNITY,ONE-—
the One
One which
the
GOD.
GOD.
what did protoplasm come? Upon
But of what
But
did sOfIilethtng
what did
somethingwhich developed into
what
protoplasm feed that itit might grow to
If
chemists and
and named?! If
Physical Culture, Life, Thought, Immor- be found by chemists
in those
tality. All questions are discussed from protoplasm did not grow in
those measmeasout of
but was
ureless oceans, but
was organized out
the premise that the individual Human ureless
of
of the
the Everything and
out of
the universal, out
Ego is a conscious expression of the One the
and
the Sorrlething,
and contains all she posibilities of ex- the
Something, why should protoplasm
now?
feed upon anything now'
pression which the One possesses. There- feed
came from the One
fore the Ego is but a point where all P1"'imsl1"V
Primary pI'i)toplasm
protoplasm came
all present forms
do all
as do
Infinite Possibilitiesconverge, the Ego- and crystallized as
The ssme
same Intellithe I AM—-is IT in expression, and its of so-called matter. The
Intelli__..
__ .:.I the
the first etheric
From
limitless.
that
of
are
crystallized
expression
gence
powers
the primal units
whatever the
this point of view all New Thought is atom (or whate'ver
units in
in
same
the same
understood; away from it there is no the One may be) can, from the
universal reservoir, cnrstfllli:r.e
crystallize the
understanding of any of its phases.
uni,veI'Sal
the necesneeesform the
Without considering now the origin of sary atoms with which to form
the protoappearing organthe solar universe we will study the plasm for every newly aplpea,riulg
manifestations of the One-—I'l‘—God—— ism. Out of that energy which Professor
Crooks tells us is stored up in a cubic
in the phenomena of Life.
Life starts in protoplasm. This is “the foot of ether it is as easy to do this
physical basis of Life,” but where did is it was from the same source to draw

I meet
x\gIl?c9éorWlilsb”
lrt?oyt?1acalIII rn|§alI)le‘r2::)Iy.~—
,

Edith M.
Thomas
&Jitb
M. Thoma
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the first bit of protoplasm in primeval
times. Protoplasm the One forms out
of Itself. The power to form the first
molecule contained within itself the
power to continue to form universes
eternally. Nature need never to use
any second-hand material in organisms.
Man uses such material in the creating
of machines. Every particle of the organism is formed out of the raw material of creation, which is the One.
This is the logical conclusion. When
accepted all questions of food, exercise
and hygiene, of medicine and religion,
‘will be reduced to the one question-—
How shall I, a Conscious Individual,
come into the recognition and realization
of the Power which is mine by virtue of
my Unity with the One-——which Jesus
called “the Father,” and Spencer called
the “Ultimate Reality”?
Answers to
these questions are
to these
in
are found in
AIli8Wers
cults of Mental
the various
various cults
Mental Science.
Science.
the

•••
0 e an

Il1ib¢talism..fi.fiJ

because they differ from you and
and your

smoothed. This
own pathway will be smoothed.
18 the
is
the “Bond of Fel1owsL'ip”:—Fe.Uo';vslJip"

Recognizing the right of private judgment,
the sacredness of individual convictions and the
moral obligation to be faithful to one ’s best
thoughts, we require no assent to theological
or philosophical doctrine as a basis of fellowship, but cordially welcome all who desire to
promote the religion of truth, righteousness,
joy and freedom.
Mrs. Wilmans-Post and all Mental Sci-

are following their convictions of
right, are simply exercising their right
of private judgment, and obeying the
moral obligation of faithfulness to their
best thoughts, and yet the teacher of
these Principles is upholding as “fortunate” the punishment of one who has
obeyed them. Mrs.
Mrs. Wilmans could
claim to
of this
one of
to be
be one
this Independent
InlieI:lendellt Sois condemned
and yet is
condemned for the conciety and
duct it
it professes to encourage.
duct
eD(!ou:rB.ll:e. It looks
if the old Puritan
as if
Pm..itAn conception
C()Dcieption of libstill rampant,--i.
erty was
was still
raD(lpa,nt,- i . e. “Liberty
means my way and your right to walk
means

entists

in my way, but it does not
in

mean

that

are to have your way.” Sometime
United States
States Government
Government hu
has you are
Fortunately the United
I
this otherwise fine Review to
expect
taken
Mrs.
Post's
“absent
treatments”
out
of
taken
's "abeent treatmente"
of
the mll.1l'ket.
market. Her
Her pulpit the
the mail
mail box, hu
has been
the
been become truly Liberal.

closed to her for
(Kansas Git;/., Mo.

d.--The

Thus the Liberal Review becomes an illiberal review. Should the city government of Chicago “fortunately” close the
door of the hall where the editor of this
ill-liberal review, M. M. Mangasarian,

preaches

to the

Society, would

Independent Religious

he not as an ethical
teacher declare that his personal liberty
and that of his congregation had been
infringed upon? What more has Mrs.
Post done in taking money from willing
Post
hands for that which they believe has
hands
them good, than this preacher-edidone them
done
in taking money for his lectures
does in
tor does
tor
has done
done them
them
who believe he has
from those
those who
from
i "the
“the covenant
and bond
bond
covenant and
Here is
good‘!, Here
if it
his Society, and
and if
it
of fellowship” of his
Wilman’s
to
Mrs.
does
not
cover
right
does
cover Mrs.
to
her and
and
to her
••“treat”
treat" patients according to
it has
has no
no meaning.
their convictions, it
themselves
who name
those who
for those
name themselves
Hardkis it,
it, fl()!
liberal: ..
be liberal:
“liberal" to be
“O,
LIBERTY,
committed in thy
crimes are
are
what crimes
COlDIIlitt;eld
are ‘kicking
among those
who are
kickiDlg
those
in name
cause t ey are impose upon in
others ,.
of liberty! Call not others
“Stupid”"

game!” Iamong

wiho

......

mm: Review
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Mrs. Elizabeth
Elizabeth Craigg, well
Mrs.
wen known
known as
as
teacher and
and healer
teacher
healer in Mental
Mental Science,
writes
writes this
this message to
to NOW::
You
You blessed
bleeeed NOW
NOW Folk, how II wish
wish II was
wu in
in
I'll the
the study of
of the
the Laws
Laws of
of
your midst... In
is as much
Life II ilnd
find that
that there
there ill
much need
need of
of
from vanity and
purification
purification from
and conceit
conceit as
u from
from
evils. These
sensual evils.
eensual
Theee evils are
lI.1I'e not
not Godlike
Godlike and
and
Soul of
injurious to the
the Soul
of man
man as
u sensual
sensual
are as injurious
the “food
•• food
pleasures are to the hysical. As to the
fad” that is sweep ng over the
the land,
land, one
one of
of
Season your food
food with
with the
the
my statements is, “Season
and affection,
aft'ection, and
and
spice of Truth, geniality and

it does not matter what the
the vian_ds
viands may be,
be wholesome.”
wh'ole!lOme. " II enqoy heartily
of
clouds
no
success.
May no clouds of adversity
ad'7enlity ever
your
darken your sun of prospe:rity
rosperity is
is the
the wish of
of
Your Friend in Trut , Health and
aM Happiness.
Happi_.
GOD
......
am a
a manifestation
II am
manifestation of
of Infinite
Inftnite Individuality
-cosmic, universal, II associate
-cosmic,
U!IOCiate with
with Socrates,
Buddha, Jesus, Lincoln, Whitman, and
and with
You and
and I need not
not wait
your larger self. You
for a perfect society on
on this
this little
little earth
earth ere
ere
of joy overflows.
our cup of
oVErrll.()Wl!I. We
We must keep in
in
for progress.
touch with
our age and
touch
with our
and work
work the
Yes!I But
Yes
But we
we must live
live now
now the Universal
'(
Socialism—live now
Socialism-live
now the fullvorbed
full-orbed life
lite of
of an
an
the
enriched
with
the
awakened
soul
bounty,
awakened soul
with the
the
love
of
and
the
Imthe
the
beast
and the love
1m.
greatness,
manent-Over-Boul th whom
whom we
we sre.«—G.
11.11'6.-0. E.
B.
Littlefield, in tile New Commonwealt1l.

they will

Love walks unchallenged through the
To sit beside the throne.-~

gate

Oliver WendeD
Wenafeil Holmes
Oliver
Hohrw8
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WITH NOW READERS.

{In this (2 artmcnt. queries from our regular sub1 be answered briefly. Questions will be
scribers
ed ith initials on!y If an ansWe Y bymaiiia
31.]
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E. H. B. asks, Should
Should the
the general substance
Aflrmation be that we are
and spirit of an Atlirmation
desired con,dit:lon,
related to the
the desired
condition, and
already related
that calm, sanguine desire and self-eflort toward
ward
that aa. state of receptivity will convert the
relation into possession!
relation

he made
made from
must be
Afiirmation must
Every Affirmation
conviction that
there is
is
the conviction
that 88
as Spirit, there
the
is deof that which is
deactual possession of
is aa mental
all that
that is
is needed, is
mental
sired, and all
of
condition which
which allows
allows expression of
is aa reality in
which is
in the
the Soul. This
that which
that
is one of
of perfect Dassiivity
condition is
passivity, and
COIldlt;lOn
in faith, believing
an expectancy. It is in
m
is desired
desired will become
that whatever is
that
Sc-ul’s powessions.
the Soul's
manifest ont
out of the
it is
is mine in the
mine!” But
But it
“A11 is
is mine!"
"All
subconscious.

asks: Should one concentrate
E. H. 3. again ub:
is needed
needed or
that the
the dollar is
or
Aillrmation that
on the AfI1!rm:atic,n
confident receptivity
of confident
attitude of
simply let the attitude
when the need
consciousness when
the conseioulllnel!lll
be present in the
be
of!
is thought oir
is

which it
it is
the PUlC'pOI!l6
is the
purpose
In the condition which
Afiirmationto
to create, there will never
never
of Affirmation
of
the thOllght
be the
thought of need, but of possession.
is
consciousness of possession is
Till the
the consciousness
Till
above
the above
in the
the spirit of the
created affirm
aflirm in
created
QBBW 81'.
answer.
GOO
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..
is aa con·
law
of Unity is
the
conlife
Since
Since life by the law of
from
what justiflcation from
see what
tinuity, II cannot Bee
in
be in
there can
oi view
view there
can be
New Thought point of
for
animals for
lines by
by killing animals
breaking the life lines
Nebr.
—-A. T.,
food.
T., Nebr.
food.

Since Life by the law of Unity is continuous, I cannot see any less cause for
breaking it by taking the life in egg
and seed. Animals and plants come

from these. Life is in the germ. To
kill the embryo child is as much killing
as to kill the grown man, and plant life
is one with animal life. If man is to eat
any food, he must take life. Food is
selected, either from necessity or choice.
He chooses, where choice is possible.
Because I choose, or refuse, any kind of
food is no reason why I should expect
another to do the same. Neither, because I believe the unfolded Soul will
choose 9. certain kind of food, have I the

right

to demand that those not

yet

un~

folded shall choose it. There are arguments for a vegetarian diet other than
that of the cruelty and the immorality
of killing. One of the important factors
in the race evolution has been the eating
of animal food. Out of past meat-eating
conditions the present vegetarians come.
They are a prophecy of the evolution
of the entire race, which will ultimately
outgrow meat, becauseit finds something
easier obtained or better suits its taste.
Choice or ne<lel!IIllity
necessity are ever the prime
factors in
in determining the food of a
factors
individual. Necessity or
or of m
an in<lividtlal.
people or
and not moral
moral considerations,
choice, md
will determine the
the food of the
will
the "'future.
' ' ' 'UJ!.'I:l.
is motive
It is
crime. It
motive that
that constitutes
constitutes crime.
It
be criminal to take
can never
never be
ean
take animal
life to
human life.
to sustain humm
in "Bitter
“Bitter Sweet,” has this
Dr. Holland, in
Dr.
fact which tits in
in well
well here:
here:
The sparrow prays upon the
the finch, the
the finch
flneh
upon the fly;
And that a rose may breathe its breath, some·
some-

thing must

die.

•••
A sCielltist
scientist holding
hol(ling m
as 5 as

an important posi.Ation in his pl'l)fessil)n,
profession, writes NOW as
follows:

I want to thank you for your Animations
Atlirmatioml
which thrilled me through and through u
as II
was reading them. After reading your Soul
Boul
Culture Lesson “I love my work,” I was
wu
prepared to be pleased with everything that
that
because
confirm
I
what
have
followed,
you
have
proved to be a fact. A year ago while talking
to the Farmers’ Institute in-—--, I found it
pleasing to me to introduce into my tall: some»
thing that would promote Thought among
my audience and I enunciated the doctrine,
“Do only that which you want to do!” I
tried to explain the philosophy of it, yet some
of my audience claimed that it was a ‘dengerous doctrine to preach’ and I was in 9. few
cases severely criticised. You are the first that
I know of who agrees with me, and consequently I don ‘it feel as lonesome this afternoon
as I did before reading NOW, and I desire
to thank you.”

-_ ..
GUI

absolutely nothing, conceivable, or
inconceivable, congenial or acquired, that is
wrong or wicked if it tends, directly or indi—
rectly, to physical health.
And there is absolutely nothing conceivable or
or
is
inconccivablc, congenital or acquired, that
that illl
right or good, if it tends, directly or indirectly,
to physical disease.
In many cases the only way to find out is by
erporienw, for there are entirely difiercnt natural laws for diflorsnt temperaments.--Fred
There is

Burryfls Journal.

‘

Enou h ‘for thee the primal mind,
That lows In streams, that breathes In wind.-~
fine:-son

Why do I;Eat?

.- .-

J
J
takes
NOW
A contemlpOr'ary
task for
to task
contemporary takes NOW to
“Food
that ,.
asserting that
R.IIl:u>l"til1llJ'
Food never supplied an
i” It says:
the body I"
ounce of vitA1l1·.v
vitality to the
for the
of Mr.
We C8.llJlot
cannot find
Mr.
find space for
refutation of
the refutation
We
Brown’: DOD8Ilue.
It refutes
in
refutes iteslf.
itself. Why in
nonsense. It
Bro1lrn'8
the name of
of common
does MI'.
Mr. Bro1lrn
Brown eat
eat
common 1I8D8e
sense doee
the
certain
at all! Why doee
does he
he recommend aa certain
at
Febhis Febof flour
brand of
for bread! Why in his
flour for
brand
certain
he recommend
recommend aa. certain
number doee
does he
ruary number
“interested
he eay.
book o
those ..
on eating? And he
interelted
says thOll8
in the subject will find all
all necellSlU'1
arguments
necessary argumentll
in
flesh
against
eating.”

illustrates the customary method
This illustrates
This
with new
statements of Truth.
of dealing with
new statenlen1ts
vf
and
Combat
not
investigation
COJmbillt and not in1'estiga1tion is the old
the reformer. Why is it
way of meeting the
nonsense? Not because it is not in hermony with old theories. To disprove
old theories is the way of progress. The
world is filled with journals inculcating
the old ideas. The only one standing
for the new, is NOW. If it is not true
that Life builds bodies out of Itself,
then they who have for generations
held that it is the provence of food to do
this should easily confute my position.
The fact is that no thought, in the past,
has been placed upon this point. It is
a new point of view. It has been taken
for granted that food builded body and
upon that assumed fact all theorising
has been done. NOW has startled the
world and shaken the foundations of
every system of Medicine and Health
Reform. When our position is accepted
as Truth, there will be more real happiness in the world. NOW asks a demonstration that Food does build the body.
Begin with Protoplesm. It is a materialization out of the One Substance.
Life builded it out of ITSELF. If
protoplasm is e materializetion of Life,
then all plant and animal bodies are
also materialized from the One Substance, and all use food that they may

materialize themselves.

“Why

do I cat?” That I may manifest.
That is Nature’ sway of bringi
Mind into
manifestation. I USE food but 0 not build
my body out of it. I use the Indian club and
the punching bag to develop muscle, but I do
not build muscle out of the club or bag. I
materialize muscle out of 111 SELF. Muscle is
ted its building
materialized Life; I have
by my thought. “Build biceps!" I demand,
'

2l
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from
the
from
and
not
they
Ego,
anything without. Life builds tissue out of
ITSELF. It uses food to call Itself into Expression. My contemporary
“Why does
he recommend a certain brand of flour!” I
do not. I said “NOW” Folk
We NEVER eat “Health Food.’ We love
Graham flour! We also eat the white door
we like. Lilac is our criterion.
“Why recommend a- certain book on eating!”
I simply and honestly reviewed the book, saying that it would INTEREST those who did
and

come

“’preferrcd.”

not believe in dash eating. It did not interest
“NOW” Folk. We believe that the Principle
Mind controls body is enough. We ve it
control, and eat what we love, and are ealtbtul and happy. All will be so when they trust
that Power which built world and body.

At 8. meeting of the Board of Directors of the
New Thought Federation held February 11th,
resolution was unanimously
the
passe :Reeolved, “That there be a Publicity Committee and that the editors of the various New
Thought journals and periodicals be members
of this committee.”
All items of information, notices, and circular:
of a public character ‘vex: out by the Fedoration will be sent you or publication or notice.

éollowing

I want to tell you that I have

just finished

reading “Mews Greatest Discovery,” and felt
strangely moved while reading it. I felt its
I don’t know how
truth and was inspired.
else to express the feeling. during its perusal.
At times I felt a sense of triumph and like
shouting “That is so! ” I experienced a sense
or‘ joy and conquest that I can neither describe
nor explain, but I know I am glad that you
wrote the book, and glad that I have read it.
You will understand the feeling. It is a won..

.

derful book.

.

J. A. E'., San

Diego, Cal.

Riding on the car to the beach recently

with a friend who was reading NOW,
the conductor noticed it, and, reaching
to the inside breast pocket of his coat,
he drew forth “Man's Greatest Discovery” and said: “I have little time to
read, and what I have I devote to this.
It is the greatest book I ever saw.” So
the work goes on. “All shall Know from
the least even unto the greatest” that
THOUGHT IS POWER.
43
The Maid and theMirror.
A looking—glsss was looking
For someone to pass the less;
And a maiden who was
:13
Saw a. distorted figure
So the glass cut some re ections
Not pleasing to the maid;
For the picture in the mirror
.

Was not the maid as made.
-Cincinnati Tribe».

Time Post and Time To B0 are
are one,
And both are NOW.-»
Wlzitticr
Whittier
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ThcClarl:HomcSecoringPlan. .,.
At our request Mr. J. S. Clark
Clark has
has writwritthe foIlowimr
statement of
following statement
ten for NOW
for sec:uriing
homes. The PrinPrinsecuring homes.
his plansound.
We believe him
him and
and his
his
ciple is18 8Onnd.
We
associates to
be honorable
to be
honorable men. The
aasoeiates
towards that
that
one step towards
proposition isis one
Universal Brotherhood for which
which NOW
NOW
stands. Therefore we
wish it
it success:
we wish
stands.
This plan is a radical departure from
old
from old
methods and will greatly lessen the
the average
task heretofore required of securing a home.
To have a home is an almost univereal desire.
It is praiseworthy and an evidence of
d
citizenship. No other desire has inspir so
much lIelf·lIlil.eriflee
self-sacrifice or called forth such magmuch
nificent efforts. The word “Home” is one
of the two sweetest words in every civilised
language. Yet such is the lack of righteousness
in our business system that in our country less
than one in ten own their homes. The other
nine, after every eflort, have entered defeat.
This sad experience calls loudly for the searching for the cause and the remedy. My plan,
I believe, explains the cause and oflere the

remedy.

It is based upon the well-established fact that
denee population gives
tly increased value
to real estate. This
fact we make
use of as an incident to home-eeekers that we
may unite them together, for the purpose of
going, within a limited time, on 9. large tract
of land as setlere. This land we will be able
to buy at the lowest possible figures. They will
thus be able to retain for themselves the increased value which will be given to the land
by their going on it.
There is probably no body of ten thousand
acres of land in the United States that has
ten thousand people on it which has not been
increased at least temfold of that of its former
value when used as farming or grazing land.
The strong feature of this plan, and one that
appeals to the moneylees home-seeker, is that
the greatly multiplied value of the land belongs
to him and will be security for its payment and
will also enable him to borrow upon it the
money needed to put on the improvements while
the mortgage will be small compared with the
new value, and the interest less than one-half
the average city laborer pays for rent.
The plan is equally attractive to the person who
has some means, for it enables him, through
laying out a tew hundred dollars, to come into
possession of a property that immediately goes
dollars.
in value to aeveral thousand doUal'll.
u
his plan is not to be cleaned with co-operative
with in
colonies. The land is e1uBed
held
be held
to be
to
n severalty,
of individual
freedom of
individual holdwith the ordinary fl'lledom
11133.
will be
be aa town
the traet
site on
town site
There will
tract which,
on the

a

well-known

with the remainder of the land, will be divided
among the people at actual cost.
Each subscriber to the plan will have the
option of going on his allotment himself or
putting some one else on it or of turning it over
to the company at an advance of ten per cent.
No cash is demanded save an entrance fee,
which will cover the expense of securing subscribers and land. Further details will be
letter by
on application in person or
S. Clark & Son, at the oflice o the Company, Room 509, Examiner Building, this city.

given
.

Expat-tOpinion.

J

J

A friend of the
the ..editor
rlit...... '"
’s, a trained nurse,
told by two physicians that
recently was told
recent:lv
it was either
either an operation for appenit
dicitis
death. She replied:——
or
dicitis or death.
‘
‘Gentlemen,
•
II know, and you know, that
in ten
of those so operated on
not one
ten of
one in
live. II will
will take
take my chances. I will
live.
not have an operation.”
•• In ten days
oflice of the
she entered
entered the office
consulting
she
the COJlSUltulg
well woman, much
physician a3 well
much to
to his
and not
until he
had
made
not nntil
surprise, and
he had made an
an
she had
he believe she
examination did
did he
had not
not
connection this
In this
this connection
abscess. In
statean abscess.
an
this stateof New
Dr. O’Hanlon of
ment from Dr.
New York,
and reputaof wide
wide experience and
man of
a man
relmta·
tion, being
with the coroner’s
He
office of that city, is
18 significant.
He

connectedwiththe

says:

Appendicitis belongs to a class of diseases we
about, but seldom see in autopsy.
again I know of cases where a
diagnosis was made upon the strength ot_pain
in the right iliac region and some gastrointestinal symptoms, all of which promptly disappeared after a dose of castor oil. Among
3,000 autopsies made during the past eeven
years I have seen only ten cases of appendicitis.
1 had forty-two cases sent to me for autopsy
which had been diagnneed as appendicitis; in
ten of them I found a greatly extended colon,
but no lesion of the appendix, either gross nor
microscopical, could be discovered. In the
even the
the distention of
remaining thirty-two even
and the
the aplplln.diJ:
the colon was absent and
appendix normal.

often read
Again and

A Tellilple
Mental Science has been
Temple of Mental
A
in Spokane, with 21 charter
organized in
E. D. Burlingame Sect. 510,
members. E.
Third avenue.
avenue. They desire donations of
Third
literature for la,.."
...... and reading room.
library

Healing is by Telepathy, the transference of
Thought from my mind to your mind. It does
not require any poles, wires, letters, papers, or
anything except your mind and my mind.Christian.

Life is repaid by the joy of living It.-—
Da
via‘ Starr
David
Starr Jordan
JV,' ........
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BOOK REVIEWS.

will be noticed under this headin
E‘hose
Bookc received
have space forwlll be truthfullyreviewed?)
.

we

Maxwell's Talisman for February comes enonlarged and improved. This causes us to rejoice. Its mission is s most noble one,-i. o.,
The Twentieth Century Crusade for the Cause
of Humanity and the Fundamental Rights of
Men: Education, Opportunity, Work, Home,
Land. This it proposes to acquire by preserving for the Home-Maker only, the public
lands, especially those large areas of arid lend
to be reclaimed by irrigation. I recommend
every reader of NOW to join this Crusade and
use his or her political influence to obtain the
needed legislation. This little journal will tell
you how you can help. Its price is fifty cents
a year. Send to 1707 Fisher Bldg, Chicago, Ill.

•••
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Alice B.
Ernrcs or Msxsusr. By Alice
B.
Stockham, M. D. Btockham Pub. Co., Chicago,
Chicago,
Ill. Pp. 141; price, $1.00.

I can recommend this book. There are libraries
written upon this question, ninety per cent of
which is not only vslueless but positively harmful in as much as it teaches not a proper control and expression, but a fear and a prohibition. This book is pure and cheats in language
and written in perception of the Principle of
Life. It tells all that, under present social and
civic restrictions, is wise to tell. There would
be a new civilization were the principles herein exploited understood and lived, and this
civilization would prepare the way for the
Perfect one that will come when the problem
of sex is solved. Chapts. IX and X, entitled
“Procreatiou of Thought” and “Spiritual
Growth,” are especially to be studied as opening a discussion of the higher uses of sex.
if-ii

Joonxar.

Lrvs Woum. By Helen Von
Anderson. Stoclrham Pub. Co. Pp. Price,
$1.00. Here is a most practical book for all
who would demonstrate Truth in daily living.
It is the record of one wornsn’s struggles and
victories in overcoming self and in the use
of silent power to control in liberty, the household. I do not know of another book in the
whole range of New Thought literature so well
calculated to inspire the beginner or the investigator. And many a one who has “read
almost everything” will learn here how to begin
lining Truth.
or A

•••
leading journal
O 1 {-

in the United
Suggcatitm, the
States upon “Suggestive Therapeutics”, says
of Dollars Want Me: “ It contains some advanced teachings of the New Psychology. He
thinks mankind has been using the wrong
methods to acquire wealth. His essay is well
worth reading.”

for March (Columbus, Ohio, 50¢.
llslsdiool Talk
Tall: for
M'edioal
a year) is full of good things this month. I
II,
Dr. Carr sends our oflice two copies;
am glad Dr.
for clippings for future use in
one is used for
and one for
for binding. II can think
NOW, and
think of no
has a8. more important field.
that hu
journal that
field. It
It is
is
NOT New Thought but it is out of
of all
all medical
medical
and is
is doing a most needed
nuts
n:.
til and
needed preparatory
of the
'5. “Medical
work. Here
Here is part of
the Dr
Dr's.
work.
Creed.”
Creed.
',
in the power of the
believe in
the mind over the
the
We believe
body, and would not dare set any limits to this
this
body,
power.
believe in
in suggestive therapeutics of
We believe
of all
all
sorts.
sorts.
We believe that happiness, good cheer and
We
believe
vitality
contagious.
are C4
We
that one virilo, good-natured men
believe
We
man
in any colJllmllni1;y
community is a greater help to health
health
and
than
and
stores
doctors.
and peace
many drug stores and doctors.
A clean, wholesome
wholesome woman
A
woman bubbling
bubb:liu,g over
over with
with
and
is ae. wellospring of
enthusiasm
of life
life
enthusiasm and vitality is
and
others.
to
and longevity to others.
believe
health
is
that
We
contagious
We
health
is vastly more
morelisolation
disease. We
We
believe
of
than disease.
than
believe that the
the u
of
moral
far
is far mol'll
more practical
lepers is
moral lepers
prEl.Cti.cal and necessary
neeesury
than
of
the quarantine of physical disease.
than the
disease.
,
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Advsnced Th....
Thought
Advanced
1l,.ht on Electrical and Spiritual
BpiiritusJ
forces of
Voltage. Two invisable forOO8
of Nature:
and the
Induction of
Spirit Supreme and
the Indnction
of Spirit
James Oliver
into Man. By James
Oliver Arnold.
Arnold. Advance
Advanee
Thought Co., 629 BUlleri()r
Superior Ave.,
Ave., Dayton, Ohio.
Ohio.

Price,

25 cents.

A new theory that electricity is in one unit
unit
volume of voltage which evolves the than t
that Spirit is in one volume of voltage, 0 a
superior force. Spirit and electricity are
independent of each other, each is 3 unit volume of voltage of invisable force, existing in
and through all space and matter.
'3 -i il-

in Kansu
While II lived
lived in
Kansas II become
""hile
became well
well soaewith the
the cures
curse made
quainted with
made by Dr. Carson,
of Kansu
Kansas City, Mo.
Mo. They seemed to those not
well informed on
this subject to border on the
on thill
well
miaculous. He
He still
still is
is sending those who come
m.iaeulous.
him ill,
in so many ways, to their homes
to him
ill, in
to
He puts out
cured. He
out each month a journal named
cured.
The Health Reporter, in which his system and
The
his principles are clearly elucidated. He is
hill
the forerunners of Mental Healing. The
one of the
one
attention of
of practitioners of all schools is
attention
called to
in No.
the reports
to the
2, Vol.
reports in
called
No.2,
Vol. VII, of
remarkable euree
some remarkable
cures without
some
without medicine.
medicine. Sub$1.00 aa year.
scription price, $1.00
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Harrison Brown says: “Eat
Henry Harrison
what you love, and. love what you eat.”
I would add, eat with those whom you
love, of food prepared by those who love

you and
Mothers.

are

not

overworked.--Spirit

.. ....

Oil

Wholesome eJUln:me,
in the
free air, under
exercise, in
W1iiolesoDle
the free
under the
the
wide sky, is the
the best medicine
for body and
and
medicine for
Am.
Had.
An».
of Am. M6d. Aun.
spirit.—.¥o-umal of
S)l[lI'lt.-J0U1114j:

‘Tie his one Universe wherever we are:
One Ghanseloss Law from sun to vlowless stars»
Watson Gilder
Richard’
RJcbard WatsaD
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Jesus
Christ '.
’e ODe
One Oh1'11'Ch
Church for
for the
the world,
J
_ Ohrillt
Divided Christianity the
the Greatest
Greatest Wrong
Divided

or
on

Earth. By H. G. Lyons. Price, 56 cents. ObEarth.
of Abby Anderson, 111 E. 6th
tained of
0th Bt., Topetained
Kan. The
The work
work of
Kansas farmer.
farmer. The
of a Kan8aa
ka, Kan.
all are tinged with
but aD
with the
the
are good, but
thoughts l\ftl
author.
peculiar theological proclivities ot the author•
5%!

The

Oregon «State Journal (Albany, Ore.)

copies

the article on food from the March
NOW in full. Thus Truth goes marching on.
The masses will soon see that any question ot
food save that of personal taste has no right
to he considered

•••

Hfifi

for Febin Medieine"
Medicine” in
in JlW
Hind for
ypnotism in
"E[ypnot'iBm
the subarticles upon the
of the
best artid.
the best
ruary is one of
ject of Snggestive Therapeutics that II have
read for a long time. It is an account of a
visit by William Wilberforce Newto D. D.,
to the senitnrimn of Dr. Wetterstran Stockholm, Sweden. Wetterstand is one of the most
noted and one of the most thorough practitioners of Suggestion in the world. The account
is particularly valuable for its picture of the
manner and sneeese of the Doctor ’a work. The
author says:
“As I sat in Dr. Wetterstrandfis salon where
from fifty to one hundred patients are treated
daily, I could not fail to be impressed with
the fact that here at least, medical science
was bringing back the Almighty to his own
in and that the ‘Dem ea: machine’
world
idea in medicine was giving place to the conception of an imminent and divine power,
which in getting at the will would work
recovery to lost nature, physical, mental and
moral.
“

fififlfiifl

MENTAL TONIC.
He called on her the other night
And held her hand,
And told her how the world seemed bright
And fair and grand.
Then, with a sudden rush of pluck,
Said: “Wish I always had the lock
To hold this hand.”
Next evening at the club he held
Another hand,
He scooped the pot and fairly yelled:
“This bests the hand!
Say, fellows, that was nip and tuckI wish I always had the luck
To hold this hand! ”

-Philadelphia Prue.
“What can
can II do for my little boy,”
asked mamma,
momma, “so that he won’t want
asked
to eat
between meals?” “Have the
set between
to
meals fieker together,” replied the
greedy young man.——Selected.
Farmer Ragweed——Has Bill learned any-

thing tew college?

Mrs. Ragweed—No;
an’ wuse’n that, he's forgot what he
uster know! Says he ean’t eat pie without a fork.—-C'h¢'cago News.
Teacher--You notice that boy who
stands at the foot of the class? Well,
last summer he was the brightest boy
in school. Committeeman—-He is now.
1-51
I notice the foot of the class is nearest
In Fred Bury’: Jownol for March the editor, the stove!-—E:oc}umge.
who is one of the clearest of New Thonghters,
“One week from to-day, Uncle John, I
says of “ New Thought Primer”: “An interlittle work of history and biography in will be 9. married man. Yes, in seven
est’
form to enlighten those who wish to
pop
short days I will be initiated into the
know what New Thought means. Concise and
of matrimony.” “No mysmysteries
complete.”
teries about it, my boy. It is just the
i i 1'
simple rule or three." “Rule of
Healing Thorlghts, With Bog estions for Self- plain,
three? Eh-what three?” “Wife,
Healing and a Form for Sol -Treatment.
Charles W. Close. Price, 10 cents. The mother-in-law and hired girl.”—Kansas
Doyen-Steward Co., Bangor, Me.
City Journal.
Mr. Close has long been a successful healer and
“Are you sure you really and truly love
teacher. This little book is a calm, conservative
exposition of the principles and means of me, Jo ,” asked she. “But Tom loves
Mental Care.
me, too,” persisted the fair party. “He
said he’d gladly lay down his life for
We have received NOW for March. me.” “Oh, all right,” answered John.
This is one of the leading magazines on “If you went a dead man you’re his and
New Thought. After reading it a per- he’s it.—-Chicago News.
A little boy whose parents and relatives
son goes out into the world feelirfg better
able to do his life ’s work and having a were devotees of Christian Science, and
better idea of his duty to his fellow who had himself been firmly grounded
Such papers difiuse sunshine in the tenets of mind cure, owned a little
man.
-—C'olorodo Graphic, Denver.
dog which was taken sick. He took the

As

a

matter of fact, a man's first duty is to mlnd
own businessm-

his

Geo. C.
C. Lorimcr
Geo.
Lorimer

25
t0 be
doctor, who was much We
our peerm We
the seek the
ehagrined to get a patient from the
of those intelligent
Judglnent
avowed Scientists.
he upon matters with which we deal. Every
“How does this happen, Johnnie?” he
said. “Can't your Christian Scientist p°“°n Pmfits by intelligent criticism,
sick pup to

a

Nothing more stimulates to greater enfriends cure him.”
“Sure they can,” answered the boy, deavor than words
appreciation from
“but they'd take all the light out of
we feel are intelligent in their
him. ’ ’-—-Fulfillment.
opinion. For these reasons these words
from the editor of a Chiago l'te
I wry
Appreciation. J J .1!
paper are dear to mo:
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From Utah

comes

I cannot express my

this letter:
gratitude to you for the

I

was

made

Branch of
Am

a

member of the Golden 3,“
in your ejty in 1893
be

Theosophy

yC:1‘rt!i‘sen}‘:{o;:ki8ntsh‘:l§88ll

on}
Reading and for what you have done for me with now
Emma
through the advice and vibrations that came in ‘Chicago, and owe much to the
with it. I have received full benefit and they religion she taught. Have read after
Henry
still keep coming. Just before dinner I re- W003, Prentice Mnlford, and may gab”,
read the “Ideal Home” and when I sat down 5”‘ W“ W‘ “'39: on their best thoughts.
to eat I imagined myself with “NOW” Fol?
‘

.

.

and such a wave of peace came over me that From Moss Vale New
this-' Your article; on
I stopped eating and wept for joy at the intera“ "0
31¢: 83 have also been the
loved
with
I
that
a
was
thought
pure feeling of other journals. I am with you allcomments
the we.
of kinship. I have tried all my life to do my having 3”"-‘an? experienced the ‘Truth
""'it°7°“
Work
My
do
I
carries
heart
love
me much out of
everybody (in my
duty and to
into remote parts or the
not think I ever showed much love to any one), 500113. travelling
“*3 “‘1“‘°“8h it is calculated to de°°‘‘’’‘‘‘'¥:
and it always steamer so hard not to have any ‘7°1°P 9* 699!’ 8PP3l3it°: I find
when absorbed
love from others. Now I see that the fault in thoughts of the Higher Life food is a see.
Wnsideration
°”d9~17
and I go
was in me all the time because I did not let
days without
and without losing weight or physical
fame,
out what I did have in myself. It was the it,
Yet»
when
I
again,
live
the animal side 91
parable of the buried talent. You told me life, I can safely digest onseveral
good mag}; 9,
the truth; I had not seen it in that light be« day. I can understand why others
who do not
the
Truth
feel
do not grasp your moughm 1
fore. I thank you so much. You have opened
Wpreciate your admission that on their lane
up lie for me and spade it worth while to live. “W7
9'“
“All is Mind ” but
our
I cannot tell you how good my sweet potatoes, conscions right
knowledge of it hall not gone 23,with
“NOW”
butter
tasted
bread
and
peaohes,
onough for us to make limitations. Fred, A,
Folk for company. I now invite them at every
meal. You do not seem so far away nor am The moment you allow yourself to be
governed
I owed as I was at your “ eatness”. I have by your moods and fancies, you open :11; am,
TY. Hold me in 1:» a host of enemies to your health, success, and
caught the thought of
Don ’t under any circumstances
this Peace by silent Suggestion until I grow
93'!npathxze with sick, diseased, or lazy though“,
to Self Mastery.
--Estella.
If Y0l1_ Once yield to
such thoughts, before you
This letter reveals a condition all too km"
1* 70“ may be their slave.-July Suoosu.

foofilohgire’1:§;"oz°°e.epm°°
whieyli

fhr

even];

h3PPme9_s.

We keep that which we should
give and thus live in poverty of soul.

common.

For II intend
intend to get to
For
Love and you will be loved. Give anal
For
'tis to
For‘tistoGodIspeedso£
For in
in God's
God’a breast, my own
For
to you will be given. Open your heart
Those
shoals of dazzling glory pggged
Those
and mind to the world and the world
II lay my spirit _down at last.
is open to you. Enjoy the possessions
-Bmvma (Johanna Agricola.)
of to-day and those of tomorrow will
also be yours when it becomes to—dey. We
have heard
heard of
of the
the man who never 0
We ha:"e
his mouth
Refuse to enjoy those you now have his
month without
without putting his foot into 5;
But Father
Father Farren
Farrell has discovered somath
and those of tomorrow spoil in the mak- But
still more
curious. “The grand old 1
more curious.
ing. Look only to see that you express still
said, “was
and there is entity of health and happi- spree ng n in
wit umpennm u

ness.
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month’: absent treatment by the Editor,
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the best New
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Gore. (Send for sample copy.)
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WONDERFUL CURES

Through Psychic
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something better to offer you than others.
I will take your case, no matter what or how serious your disease, for $5.00, and if I fail to heal you
perfectly--you to be the sole judge-I will promptly
return every cent of it to you. Confidence in my
sbilityto heal is my reason for making this offer"
I have

Editor "Occvur T301-3 Ssnxnn."
Lawrence, Kansas

Free!

“These Are My jewels,”
By Stanley Waterloo. Price 81.

Ifthere be 3. child or young person in the world
whom you care for, make him or her 9. present
of “These Are
This clever sto
will attract and
the lite implanted
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The Psychic value of publim
cn one specially con dared.
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T0 AnA
WRITERS.
AFIATEUR
TO
TEUR WRITER.5.
We will edit and publish in Barron loses, free of
char , articles from such writers as are animated
by stinet individual thought. We thus start! you
1 field for deflnlte deyelo ment of conscious llternry
rigor. Enclose stamps or possible return of mann-

A sixteen page booklet
to
about WHAT PHRENO- serlpt
BOSTON IDEAS,
PATHIC HEALING IS, with a $4.00
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Boston.
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credit sheet. Address, mentioning
this magazine,
C. W. CLOSE,
Lack of Self-Confidence
Bangor, Maine Positively Cured by Yourself at
at I-Ixne
Power

Through Self-Culture
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of PROF.
PROF. L.
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By means of
By
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Is the title of A serles of lessons by Dr. P. Br-nun now

How much have you lost socially and financiallyfor
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SELF CULTUR
CULTURE.
SELF

FURTHER PARTICULARS.
WRITE FOR
FOR FURTHER
WRITE
PARTICULARS.
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10¢ for 8 sample copy of HUMAN CULTURE.
one your talent. to
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better your condition and be a positive success, this
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sample copy, stest reduced prices of books, etc.
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Home-Securing Plan
This is an entirely new system, by
which all industrious and frugal peole can own theirown homes in choice
ocalities. According to this plan you
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land for cultivation——either one, or
both—-withnew improvements, with-

previous payments, or any
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of its actual value at the time
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of occupancy Can’t explain here all
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out any
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J. S. GLARK 5: SON;
Room 509, Examiner bldg.,
San Francisco, Gal.
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II
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